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I
have enjoyed FAMA’s partner-
ship with the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration this past year, as we’ve

spread the word about the Inter-
national Year of the Reef (IYOR). As
regular readers are well aware, FAMA
has tried to run an article written by
coral reef experts on some aspect of
coral reef conservation, with relevant
tie-ins to the marine aquarium hobby,
in seven issues of FAMA in 2008.

The overarching goal has been to
increase awareness in aquarium-hob-
byist circles as to the current state of
coral reef conservation in 2008, as
well as providing FAMA readers
with opportunities to get involved.
To that end, FAMA even had a pres-
ence at the 11th International Coral
Reef Symposium, held this July, in
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., just the second
time the event has been held in the
United States.

It has been a won-
derful experience bring-
ing timely topics to the
pages of FAMA. These
include an overview of
the 2008 IYOR, coral
restoration efforts, the
Too Precious to Wear
campaign, the resurgence of cyanide
fishing, how the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered
Species is being used to help save
corals, effects of climate change and
ocean acidification on corals and, in
this issue, what’s being done to help
protect deep-sea corals. The entire
seven-article series can be found
archived on our FishChannel website
at FishChannel.com/IYOR.

And by all means, reacquaint your-
selves with these varied topics on our
website, as well as spread the word
and direct others to these important
coral topics on FishChannel. All of
these articles can be downloaded in
full or in part, and all of these articles

would provide valuable, entertaining
and informative reads on coral reef
conservation for educators during the
2008-2009 school year.

As the world’s human population
continues to climb (700 million alone
live on China’s 9,000-mile coastline
and some 400 million worldwide live
a stone’s throw from a coral reef ),
with no end in sight, the discussion
of conserving and sustaining the
world’s remaining marine inverte-
brate (corals, etc.) and fish resources
is assuming more and more of a pres-
ence at marine aquarium confer-
ences, on aquarist websites and in
aquarist publications.

For example, I attended this year’s
Marine Aquarium Conference of
North America (MACNA) in
Atlanta, Ga., during the first week of
September, and out of the approxi-
mately 34 conference presentations,
10 had either a strong sustainability or

conservation theme bundled some-
where within each talk.

As I have stated in the past, it is of
paramount importance that marine
hobbyists explore not just what they
can get out of the hobby, but that they
take on a more pivotal role in spread-
ing the new watchword of the marine
aquarium hobby: sustainability.

Swap, trade, breed your own and
pass on mariculture tips to those
bright-eyed, bushy-tailed newcomers
to the aquarium hobby. By the same
token, frequent reputable, “green” fish
and invertebrate retailers and whole-
salers and thank them with a word-of-
mouth plug.

— Clay Jackson

Fingertip 
Coral Resource
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Good Husbandry to the Rescue
Medication, water changes and a good diet save an angelfish.

freshwater forum Text and Photos by Jeffrey C. Howe

A
bout six months ago, I took
the plunge and decided to set
up an aquarium in my office.
Working for the Fish and

Wildlife Service I unfortunately spend
most of my days in an office reviewing
and writing documents. Consequently,
the vision of having some fish to occa-
sionally glance at was very appealing.

The real decision maker was when a
coworker offered to sell me her 46-gal-
lon bow glass aquarium, complete with
cabinet, full-spectrum light fixture and
filter for a price I couldn’t refuse. For a
truly obsessed fish hobbyist — even
one that isn’t in the market for a new
tank setup — a real bargain is like
candy in the eyes of a child.

Another coworker is suppose to send
me images of his mothballed setup for
me to check out. Although I haven’t
received the images yet, I suspect this
will be a no-brainer since he is offering
the entire setup for free. This second
setup might fit in the bedroom. My
wife has always wanted an aquarium in
the bedroom. It might just work, but I
digress, back to the office aquarium.

The Office
After taking the equipment home for its initial cleaning

and inspection, everything appeared to be in great working
order. I now had to decide what type of display I wanted to
set up. It just so happened that when I was moving the
equipment back to the office one weekend, a coworker, who
I will call Sean in order to protect the guilty, and I started
up a conversation. He had five adult freshwater angelfish
that he no longer wanted since getting heavily involved in
the marine scene. The thought of a 46-
gallon freshwater live plant display with
five adult angelfish gliding among the
plants was appealing.

With this vision in mind, I placed
ordinary potting soil on the bottom of the
aquarium and covered it with several
inches of natural colored gravel. Living
near the coast, I was successful in finding
two beautiful pieces of driftwood for my
new setup, which I soaked in a mild
bleach solution for several days.

After the driftwood was rinsed in lib-

eral amounts of fresh water, it was transferred into the aquar-
ium and weighted down using small dive weights. I then
proceeded to heavily plant my latest creation with a variety
of live plants. As nice as the display was coming together, I
could not wait to add the angelfish. Over the next several
weeks, I successfully cycled the tank using several tetras, and
water and gravel from an established tank. I was now ready
for the angelfish.

Looking for Boarders
At this point, I contacted Sean and

informed him that the aquarium was
ready to receive his angelfish. He
informed me that he would bring the
fish in that following Monday. Come
Monday, I was disappointed when he
arrived empty handed. He informed me
that he had actually transferred the
angelfish into a bucket earlier that
morning, but in the end he couldn’t
bring himself to give up the fish.
Although he had no interest in the

8 DECEMBER 2008 • fama FishChannel.com

The author received this neglected angelfish in the advanced stages of fin rot.
The fish’s condition was the result of a severe bacterial infection brought
about by the poor husbandry practices of the fish’s previous owner.

Ask
Jeff

How(e)
Please send freshwater aquarium-
keeping questions and comments 
to me c/o FAMA, P.O. Box 6050, 
Mission Viejo, CA 92690-6050 
(include a SASE for a reply); 
or e-mail me at:

jjcchhoowwee113322@@aaooll..ccoomm
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angelfish, he had had these fish for more
than six years. Although disappointed, I
started thinking about my next move.

I still wanted a South American biome,
so over the course of several weeks I pur-
chased a variety of fish, including black
neons, serpae tetras, Buenos Aires tetras and
some bottom-dwelling fish. As nice as the
aquarium looked, I still missed the angelfish
and was having second thoughts about pur-
chasing several juvenile specimens.

It was just about this time that Sean
informed me that he had lost one of this
angelfish. I reminded him that I’d be more
than happy to take the remaining four
fish, but he still wasn’t ready to give them
up. The next few weeks were painful as he
lost three more angelfish primarily due to
neglect. With only one angelfish left, I
was finally successful in begging him to
release the sole surviving angelfish to me.
That evening after work I grabbed my
bucket, siphon hose, net and went over to
rescue the remaining angelfish.

11th-Hour Rescue
In all of my 36 years of fish husbandry,

I have never observed a bacterial infection
as severe as this fish was exhibiting (photo,
pg. 8). For a split second, I thought I was
looking at a brackish water scat rather
than an angelfish. To be quite honest with
you, I was not even sure that I was going
to be successful in treating this specimen. Even if I was suc-
cessful in treating the bacterial infection, I wasn’t sure the
fins would regenerate owing to the severity of the infection.

Upon returning home, I immediately transferred the
angelfish to a 51⁄2-gallon established quarantine tank con-
taining three small tetras. Would I really be able to bring
this angelfish back to its original beauty? I was going to
give it my best shot. After I slowly acclimated the angelfish,
I transferred it into the quarantine tank. As horrible as the
angelfish looked, it appeared to exhibit normal behavior
including a good appetite, which I was very grateful for.

Later that night, I began treating the angelfish with
Melafix, which I continued for a total of seven days as rec-
ommended. Once this treatment was completed, I provid-
ed excellent water conditions and conducted weekly water
changes of approximately 30 percent. Although the
angelfish had a great appetite (for flake foods), it showed
no interest in the other foods (e.g., frozen brine shrimp,
bloodworms, etc.). It was evident that this angelfish had
never been offered any foods other than flake foods.

Now, obtaining success with this fish was a matter of
maintaining the status quo and keeping watch for signs of
further deterioration or improvement. Even if the dorsal,
anal and pectoral fins did regenerate, I was still very skepti-

cal with regard to the pelvic fins, which had easily lost up to
11⁄2 to 2 inches in length. Initially, the angelfish appeared to
improve very slowly; however, over a period of two months
the angelfish has not only recuperated, but regenerated its
finnage beyond my expectations (see above photo).

Good Husbandry Saves the Day
This just goes to show that we as hobbyists are solely

responsible for the health of our beloved fish. Our actions
or the lack thereof can have profound effects on our fish.
It is not enough to house them in an aquarium and pro-
vide them with food. Maintain excellent water quality,
perform regular water changes, make sure your filter is
working efficiently and provide your fish with a varied
diet. Although these foods may provide your fish with suf-
ficient quantities of proteins, carbohydrates, oils, fats and
fiber, don’t forget to regularly provide supplemental trace
elements and vitamins too.

freshwater forum

Jeffrey C. Howe has maintained numerous research
and recreational aquariums for more than 30 years. As
a professional marine biologist he has worked at the
Waikiki Aquarium, Smithsonian Institution and Auburn University. He
is currently employed by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service.

This is the same angelfish after only
two months in the author’s care. It
just goes to show what good hus-
bandry and a healthy diet can accom-
plish in a short duration of time.
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Q.
Underwater Makeovers
Some plants undergo remarkable changes when submersed.
Underwater Stars Bursts

I got this strange-looking plant
from my club auction. The leaves are
wavy-edged, and the entire plant is
shaped like a star and is as big around
as a quarter. The plant is labeled as
“downoi.” I cannot find this plant in
any of my books. Is this a true aquatic
plant, and do you have any informa-
tion about it?

— Joseph Klinger
Long Island, N.Y.

The plant you are referring to is
Pogostemon helferi. It was discovered in
Thailand, where it was given the
name “dao noi,” meaning “little star.”
The Thai name has been misrepre-
sented by the word “downoi.”

Pogostemon helferi is a plant that
goes through a drastic transformation
and is no less remarkable than a cater-
pillar morphing into a butterfly. In
shallow, muddy wetlands, it grows
long stems with tiny almond-shaped
leaves. When submersed, each small P.
helferi leaf turns into a four- or five-
point star. Roots form at the base of
the plant. While subjected to intense
aquarium lighting, each star grows
larger but retains its shape. Under
lower light levels, a stem forms in the
center of the star and grows toward
the water surface and above, and it
reverts back to its prior form.

Two of a Kind
Both the emergent- and sub-

mersed-growth forms have recently
become commercially available.

The emergent form is usually pot-
ted. Either lay the stems horizontally
across the substrate, or plant the stems
upright. It takes about 30 days,
depending on the light intensity, for
the metamorphosis to begin. Once
the stars form, they can be cut off the
stems and planted in rows or groups in
the substrate. Make sure that they are
positioned in an open area that is not
overshadowed by other plants.

The submersed form is purchased
either potted or bare root. It is usually
branched with multiple stars,or grow-
ing partially upright and branched.
Each star can be removed and plant-
ed. Sometimes you may find only one
or two stars in a pot that are some-
what grown out.

Pogostemon helferi appears to do just
as well in hard water as it does in soft
water. A pH of 6.0 to 7.5 is optimal
for this plant. Other than light, the
only other important issue with this
plant is having a fertile substrate. I
suggest adding a fertilizer tablet in the
gravel under each plant when first

planting. Supplemental CO2 helps
speed up plant growth but only if the
light is adequate.

Other Examples
There are other plants that also go

through radical changes when grow-
ing under water. Proserpinaca palustris,
aka mermaid weed, starts out with
ovate leaves with sawtooth edges;
under water the leaves turn long, fine-
ly denticulated and needlelike. The
underwater leaves also turn various
shades of red, copper and orange
under bright light.

This plant grows slowly and needs
as much light as you can give it. The
unusual look and intermediate chal-
lenge of P. palustris make it a top con-
sideration for aquatic botanists. It will
transform more quickly if kept in
shallow water.

Hygrophila balsamica is yet another
example of a plant that changes once it
becomes submerged. The large, solid
leaves of H. balsamica contain a toxin.
When planted under water, however,
the leaves assume a deeply grooved,
feathery appearance. Also during this

the planted tank By Robert Paul Hudson

14 DECEMBER 2008 • fama FishChannel.com

Pogostemon helferi is one of those outstanding aquatic plants that assumes a
new form underwater. The plant’s oval leaves turn into four- or five-point stars
when submersed in a tank. It takes 30 days for this change to begin.

?Questions
Got

Please send all of your comments,
questions and photos to Robert at
RRoobbeerrtt@@aaqquuaabboottaanniicc..ccoomm.
More photos of and information
about aquatic plants can be found at
wwwwww..aaqquuaabboottaanniicc..ccoomm.
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transformation all of the toxins in the
leaves are wrenched out.

Why the Change?
Most aquatic plants can grow both

above and below the water surface.
What you may not know is that com-
mercial growers purposely grow many
aquarium plants with only their roots
in the water. This practice causes the
plants to grow quicker and larger.
Additionally, when grown this way
plants are less likely to have algae and
parasite problems. Although these
plants are true aquatics, they require
time to adapt to growing under water
and may change in the process.

Aquatic plants adapt quickly and
may dramatically change the size and
shape of their leaves in order to better
meet environmental hurdles. Aquatic
plants have a highly developed system
of air cavities or canals. These run
throughout the entire plant, from the
leaves to the outermost tips, and
enable it to maintain buoyancy in the
water. Because water supports the
plants, the stems and leaves have far
less supporting tissue or fibers than do

those of terrestrial plants. When
growing out of the water, or even
floating, the leaves and stems become
much thicker or wider. When planted
under water, any new growth from
these thick stems thins out.

Not all plants that grow with their

roots in water are able to make the
transition to being fully submersed.
These plants are called “bog” or “mar-
ginal” plants and are more suitable for
ponds or paludariums.

Educated Choices
Each growth form has its advan-

tages. Emergent-growth plants ship
better and are hardier. Submersed-
growth plants may be more colorful,
but they tend to be more delicate too.
And in some cases, submersed plants
may be more expensive.

Some hobbyists may not be patient
enough to wait for the plants to adapt
to growing underwater, and the desire
for instant gratification steers them to
search for submersed plants. This is
why trading plants between hobbyists
has become so popular. If you provide
optimal conditions for plant growth,
either growth form will flourish.
Observing this change in growth
firsthand is an education for the hob-
byist on how life in our world is forev-
er resilient and adaptive.

Robert Paul Hudson, an avid
hobbyist for more than a decade,
has operated the Aqua Botanic
website (www.aquabotanic.com) since
1999. He has written numerous articles
about aquarium plants for magazines and
club newsletters. He is always striving to
educate people about the hobby.

the planted tank

Proserpinaca palustris, 
emergent-growth form

Proserpinaca palustris, 
submersed-growth form
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As Good as it Gets?
Establish your aquarium the right way, the first time.

aquatic maestro By Paul Speice

here is a point in the life of an
aquarium when it is as good as
it is ever going to get. You

might ask, “By whose standards, and
by what measurements?” So let us con-
sider an example.

A beginner just finished filling the
aquarium, leaving room to float a few
fish bags, when the first fish arrive.
Assuming this individual bothered to
deflect the water with a flat stone or
dish so as not to roil the gravel, the
water is crystal clear. The equipment
is in place and operating. The begin-
ner, operating on a “looks good, is
good” basis, is happy. This isn’t the
point, however.

Starting on the Right Foot
We are involved with a dynamic sys-

tem. Conditions are constantly chang-
ing. At this moment it is for the better since we have water
charged with chlorine, and it is dissipating. We will let the
aquarium “run in” overnight to assure that the heater is
maintaining the temperature at about 78 degrees Fahrenheit
and the filter is operating properly.

Chlorine (Cl) is a gas. It leaves the water.This is not a lin-
ear function, one in which the rate of dissipation is such that
the same amount of chlorine leaves for each unit of time.
Rather, we have a logarithmic function where most of the
gas (about 92 percent) escapes overnight.

Day Two
On this second day the water quality is as good as it

will ever be. There is still some chlorine, which does have
an antiseptic value. Note that a glass of freshly drawn
water, set out overnight, will have many bubbles form on
the glass. This results from air being forced into the water
at the pumping station. The amount varies with the age
of the equipment involved in the pumping. Fish intro-
duced into freshly drawn water will have bubbles form on
their sides, since water is constantly entering freshwater
fish. This is another reason to wait overnight to add fish.

Although there aren’t any fish in our new setup, there is
life in the form of different types of bacteria. One type, the
heterotrophs, “feed” on the nitrates (NO3) that are found in
all water sources. This can cause a disappointing cloudy con-
dition in the first few days. As nitrates are used up, however,
the bacteria die and the water clears up. Do not try to help

by replacing water, as you will introduce more nitrates and
add to the problem. Just wait. Fish can be added on the sec-
ond day. To wait longer gives us only very minimal improve-
ment as the residual chlorine leaves the system.

Chemical Processes
First-timers generally focus on the visual aspects of the

aquarium. Beginners often lack an understanding of the
chemical give-and-take that begins with the addition of
fish and the associated insult to water quality that accom-
panies their arrival. The fish eat. You feed them. If the
water gets cloudy, you overfed them. Period.

The fish must eat. They metabolize the food. They then
get rid of nitrogen from their systems by excreting toxic
urea from their gills and vent. It quickly breaks down into
ammonia, also toxic, and we meet the well-known nitro-
gen sequence — ammonia breaks down into nitrites,
which further breaks down into nitrates.

The rule when adding the first fish to a new setup is
simple — add only a few. You ask, “How many?” I ask,
“How big are they, and how big is the aquarium?” The
problem is the ammonia. In a 20-gallon aquarium, either
six swordtails, a dozen neons or two fat goldfish would be
safe. None of these might be safe in a 10 gallon. The larg-
er water volume reduces the level of toxicity by dilution.

After a week, the amount of ammonia, which has been
increasing continually, will begin to drop off. This is due to
the increase in number of “good-guy” bacteria, which

A dozen neon tetras will probably be all right in a 20-gallon aquarium, but
there are no hard-and-fast rules when it comes to stocking small aquariums.
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reproduce by division. They double every six to eight hours,
establishing themselves in numbers that can utilize and
convert all the ammonia produced. The amount of ammo-
nia present is a function of the biomass in the aquarium.

The waiting time for these bacteria to grow to suitable
numbers can be lessened by introducing a large number of
them instead of waiting. Fish stores sell such accelerators.
You can achieve the same “leap” by adding gravel from an
established aquarium to a filter box or by adding a handful
hung in your new setup in a stocking or similar holder.

Let us assume the good-guy bacteria population has
increased and stabilized in numbers sufficient to convert all
the ammonia produced by your aquarium inhabitants. This
happens in a week. Had we been measuring the ammonia
level and graphing it, the curve would rise until about day
six, when it would drop off and the ammonia would fall off
to zero. It is being converted as fast as it appears. If we dou-
bled the biomass, we would see a doubling in the amount
of ammonia present. But because bacteria double regularly
in a few hours, we would read zero ammonia with a test kit.

Adding More Fish
We will not double the biomass after only a week. The

ammonia is converted to nitrites. We need a new popula-
tion of different good-guy bacteria to convert the nitrites.
Nitrites inhibit the blood’s ability to transport oxygen. The
scenario is the same as just described, except it takes a few
weeks. At week four we can begin adding a few more fish.

At the next stage, nitrites are converted to nitrates.
Nitrates accumulate and steadily rise until removed. There
would be less if there was an abundance of algae or live
plants present, either of which use the nitrates (as well as
the other nitrogenous waste products) as food. In an aging
aquarium it is the ongoing accumulation of nitrates that,
though not toxic, like ammonia and nitrites, stresses the
fish and has an effect on their immunological systems.

The fish get run down. Thus the warning about making
water changes to dilute the nitrates. You ask, “How much?”
I ask, “How many fish do you have, and how big is your
aquarium?” It is the biomass. Replace one-quarter of the
water every two weeks or 10 percent each week. Put the
old, dirty aquarium water on your houseplants. Plants
absolutely love nitrates.

Other Aids to Water Quality
Let us consider another aspect of the aging aquarium

and things that escape our attention, namely live plants. If
you add live plants that are rooted, start with pre-potted
ones. The root system is established. Plants need three
things: water, food and light. We’ve got water. Fish waste
provides food, although additives are available. The light is
the variable in this equation and is under our control.

We need the right quality and quantity of light. For
aquariums of 20 gallons or more, especially if they are 18
inches deep or more, you will need two fluorescent bulbs.
Such lights are available. You may want one of the bulbs to
be a “plant light.” That’s the answer to the question of qual-
ity. It is the quantity that can change.

The amount of light reaching the bottom of a 2-foot-
deep aquarium is not half of that in a 1-foot-deep aquar-
ium, but rather one quarter. It varies inversely as the
square of the distance. But it must reach the bottom.
Bubbling water reflects the rays upward. Algae growing
beneath the cover interfere with light transfer. House
dust can block the rays. Aging bulbs are less effective.
These factors lead us to believe we’ve made more light
available, when less light is actually reaching our plants.
’Til next time.

aquatic maestro

Paul Speice has been a hobbyist for 55 years. He
has hosted the PBS television programs “Guppies to
Groupers” and “Aquatic Maestro.”
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Q.

Q.
Two Feeding Situations
Seahorses are notoriously finicky feeders in aquaria, so take heed.

horse forum By Carol Cozzi-Schmarr and Pete Giwojna

Feeding Wild Horses
How can I get my seahorse to eat

frozen shrimp? The seahorse was
found along the shores of Kanehoe
Bay, in Hawaii. I now have it in my
home aquarium, and I really hope it
will start to eat. I’ve never seen a sea-
horse in Hawaii before, and I really
want to keep it.

— Name withheld

It will probably be impossible to get
this wild seahorse to eat frozen shrimp.
Wild seahorses typically only last a few
weeks or so in a home aquarium, in
part because they will not eat.

My best advice to you is to immedi-
ately return the seahorse to the place
where you found it. That way, it can eat
wild shrimp and maybe find a mate
and breed in its natural environment. If
you keep it, it will surely die within a
few weeks and will not have a chance
to reproduce.

Each time a male seahorse gives birth in the ocean, it
releases about 500 babies into the water. Males will proba-
bly do this every 30 days for three to four years. Even if
only one or two from each spawn make it to adulthood,
think of how many more will be in the wild. Many of these
you may be able to see while out snorkeling or diving.

Remember, all seahorse species are endangered and pro-
tected by CITES Appendix II, so they should not be taken
out of the ocean anyway — returning it to the wild really is
the best thing to do!

— CCS

Shy, Deliberate Feeder
My new female is very timid. But its mate chases every

piece of food that flies out of the feeding bowl. The female
will not even leave its hitching post to get the live shrimp
it so desperately wants. My female is such a slow eater too.
What can I do to help my female at feeding time?

— Ed

If your female is too timid to chase after food and is hav-
ing trouble zeroing in on live prey and slurping it up before
it gets out of range, I suggest disabling live shrimp to slow
them down and make them easier to target.

The most humane method is to cool the live shrimp
down so that they are barely moving when you offer them
to your seahorses. Place several red feeder shrimp in a small

container of saltwater and chill it in your refrigerator or
freezer until the shrimp are barely moving. When you’ve
chilled them down sufficiently, their legs will still be
twitching enough to attract the interest of the seahorse and
trigger a feeding response. They will be too lethargic, how-
ever, for evasive maneuvers.

Drop the disabled shrimp right in front of the seahorse
one or two at a time, and they should be sitting ducks. To
save time, you can also accomplish the same thing by
removing most of the shrimp’s legs to slow it down. The
live red feeder shrimp or volcano shrimp (Halocaridina
rubra) from Hawaii are ideal for this since they are bite-
sized morsels that are easy to swallow.

If you’re out of the red feeder shrimp, you could try the
same thing using the live feeder shrimp from Seawater
Express instead. They provide bite-sized, post-larval white
shrimp (Penaeus vannamei) in batches of 50 to 1,000. They
are hardy, easy-to-keep and disease-free. I recommend get-
ting the smallest of the “Snicking Shrimp” they offer in
order to fatten up your finicky female a bit.

— PG

horse forum By Carol Cozzi-Schmarr and Pete Giwojna
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Proper feeding and nutrition are critical for this heavily egg-laden
Hippocampus abdominalis female, as it will lose up to 30 percent of its body
weight after transferring its clutch of eggs to the male’s pouch. 
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Carol Cozzi-Schmarr is a marine biologist with more
than 15 years of experience managing commercial
shrimp hatcheries in Ecuador and Costa Rica. Along
with her husband, Craig, she started Ocean Rider in 1998, the first
seahorse farm in the United States and one of the first in the world.
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I
t is quite clear from observa-
tion of domestic show bettas
that the species Betta splendens
is capable of considerable mor-

phological variation, which can fea-
sibly be established through selec-
tive breeding. It is also clear that
this variation far exceeds that used
to distinguish so-called species in
the various clusters of wild Betta
species now commonly referred to
as complexes.

Using a reasonable assumption
that the original B. splendens was
not the aggressive and now-famous
“fighting fish,” as it is known today,
isn’t it also reasonable to assume
that there are still stocks of fish that
are peaceful? Is it also possible that
such feral populations could also be
found in the wild? Could we also
find hybrids as well? I would be
more surprised if this were not the
case than if it is!

Hybridization as a 
Divisional Tool

Obviously, I am not one who is satisfied with using
marginal meristic traits or behavioral differences to distin-
guish a species. I am more convinced of a species’ classifi-
cation when it relies on the success of certain biological
processes. A long-time, commonly used technique is to try
hybridizing between two questionable stocks to learn how
reproductively compatible they might be. This commences
with a simple question: can they or will they mate? They
need to be willing and similar enough so that mating is
physically possible. If they will not or cannot mate, then
the procedure ends. And they can hardly be regarded as
the same species.

If they are willing and able to mate, other stages can be
used to measure their similarity to one another. Are they
interfertile enough to produce progeny? Are the progeny
viable? How much so? Can they grow to maturity and suc-
cessfully reproduce? Can their offspring do the same? In
many cases only a few in the first generation may survive,
and they may do poorly and be unable to reproduce. The
better they do at all of these steps, the closer the presumed
relationship the original parents have and thus the more
one can assume they are the same.

Many crossing attempts have been made and reported
between B. splendens and B. imbellis with variable results.

Some attempts have been quite successful and others less
so. I have made such crosses a number of times, and my
spawns have not seemed significantly different from those
of my domestic stocks. But I decided I had a chance to
investigate a more detailed level of interfertility — that of
possible allele matching with variants found in domestic
fancy betta stock.

An Example of Crossing
Since the beginning of the International Betta Congress

(IBC) in the late 1960s, when finally we had an organiza-
tion and a system for interaction between many Betta
fanciers, there has been interest in development of a strain
of albino bettas. This hasn’t happened yet. During the late
1970s, I took the analysis of a phenotypic white male based
on our known genetic traits and how they work, and decid-
ed I could develop a pigmented white strain that lacked the
weaknesses and other drawbacks of albino-type bettas. I
was assembled a strain with each of these worked into one.

The procedure was described in detail in the September
1982 issue of Freshwater And Marine Aquarium for anyone
who might be interested in how this could be done (visit
FishChannel.com/Albino).

Anyhow, the specific traits used were as follows:

bettas and more By Gene A. Lucas, Ph.D.

Dealing With Taxonomy
Deciding on species identification is often highly contentious.

24 DECEMBER 2008 • fama FishChannel.com

Some consider Betta splendens and B. imbellis to be different species because of
small amounts of incompatibility between crosses. Another explanation for this
incompatibility are population variations between the two.
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1) The Cambodian trait (reces-
sive) prevents most dark pigment
formation.

2) The non-red trait (recessive)
prevents normal red formation.

3) The steel-blue trait (partial
dominant) is a blue allele with a
green allele that produces royal or
“cornflower” blue coloration.

4) Spread iridocytes (partial dom-
inant) increase coverage of irido-
cyte color.

5) The opaque trait (partial
dominant) provides the chalky
white color.

6) The long-fin trait (dominant)
allows extra fin growth in males.

7) The doubletail trait (recessive)
creates two caudal fin lobes and
increases rays in the dorsal fin.

If I could cross one of these with a
purported B. imbellis, and the alleles
responsible for each trait matched up
well enough to recover F1 progeny of a
predictable type and F2 progeny with
reassortments of the individual traits,
it should strongly reinforce the notion
that the two Betta species are the same.

In the first generation, I expected
all to have the following traits: to be
dark, able to make red, to be royal
blue, have a medium extension of iri-
docyte color, show some signs of
opaque coloration, have longer-than-
normal fins and for all of them to be
singletails. And that is what I got.

In the F2 generation, I expected to
get the following traits: some would
be Cambodians, some would appear
without red, some would show one or
more of the three iridocyte color types
(green, blue and steel blue), some
would have shorter fins and some
would have doubletails and some
would have various recombinations of
traits, all of which I got.

There seems to be no problem in
successfully making these crosses. In
the sequence just described, the F1
fish seemed just like other domestic

fish in terms of growth and other
traits. The F2s were largely normal,
but some were not as vigorous. Since I
had proved what I set out to prove, I
didn’t work with them further. Those
who regard this lessening of quality
over generations as evidence of species
distinction have a point, but again I
think that if certain factors are consid-
ered this might be explained.

Implications
Spread over such a broad geo-

graphical range it should not be sur-
prising to have populations that have
long been isolated from one another.
The genetic stocks of domestic bettas
must be far removed from genetic
mixing with wild stock, as such mix-
ing would be detrimental to the devel-
opment of better fighters. One would
have to assume that the various
mutant types we find in show bettas
were gleaned from domestic-fighting
lines since various breeding programs
provided the opportunity to find and
preserve these mutant types.

We know that fish fighting was
being described before 1850, and it
was a well-established hobby for who
knows how long before that. If you
take a conservative view and say that
this represents 150 years of selective
breeding for the purpose of producing
fighting fish, with at least two genera-
tions per year (making them a total of
300 generations removed), then it
should not be surprising that these
stocks deviate from wild stocks too.

A small amount of incompatibility
should not be enough to claim new
species status. While this discussion
dealt primarily with one example of an
instance where a new species status is
claimed, anyone who has been explor-
ing wild Betta species lists today is
aware that it is rife with chances for
more of these ill-advised reclassifica-
tions. My aging brain says, “I hope
not!” What do you think?  

bettas and more

Gene Lucas, Ph. D., is a
retired biology professor from
Drake University and an avid
betta fancier. He developed the symbolic
system and nomenclature most betta
breeders use today.
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I
n sitting down to write this article, my first thought was, “What
do I expect readers to know before they can use the information in
this article?” Because this article deals with more advanced digital
photography techniques it is assumed readers will be familiar with

basic photography terminology (i.e., shutter speed, aperture, focal
length, etc.). With that said, novices looking to add to their digital
photography repertoire should not shy away but may want to comple-
ment this article with further reading on the topic. Those interested
in aquatic digital photography need to practice good aquarium main-
tenance and know how to do basic upkeep, including glass cleaning
and water changes.

Preparation
Because we are shooting through glass and water, we want to give

ourselves as much of a chance to capture as good an image as possible.
Proper preparation will make shooting and especially post-production
much easier and less frustrating, thereby resulting in higher-quality shots
that take less time to produce.

First, the glass and the water inside the aquarium should be clean and
free of particles. Perform a water change the day before the photography
session, and clean the glass well. A thorough cleaning of the glass cre-

28 DECEMBER 2008 • fama FishChannel.com

Those interested
in aquatic digital
photography
need to practice
good aquarium
maintenance
and know how to
do basic upkeep.”
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Fish
This rosy barb (Puntius conchonius) was shot with an overhead
flash, creating an image with correct colors and very little glare.

The importance of the flash can’t be overstated. This image, taken
with an on-camera flash, has distorted colors and a very metallic
sheen, creating an unnatural look. 

Many photographic techniques come
into play when taking pictures of an
aquarium or its inhabitants. 
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ates a very camera-friendly environ-
ment. And do not feed your fish prior
to photographing them. Other steps,
such as using a micron filter pad in the
filter to eliminate fine particles or run-
ning a diatom filter, can make cleanup
easier and shooting more pleasant.

Shooting Environment
Glass is a very reflective material,

and any light, either from natural or
artificial sources, will be reflected in it. I
always recommend shooting at night in
a dark room, with everything that pro-
duces light turned off except for the
aquarium lights. Some glare will
remain, but better technique will make
the little glare that is present a nonissue.

Equipment
This is an advanced DSLR (digital

single-lens reflex) camera techniques
article, so the equipment starts with a
DSLR camera body (many choices are
available from the likes of Canon,
Nikon, Olympus, Sony and others), a
compatible lens (a macro lens is pre-
ferred for single-subject shots) and a
flash system. After a brief overview of
cameras and lenses, the proper use of a

FRAMED: This goldfish looks its best because it is correctly framed, in focus
and the sole subject in the composition.

NOT FRAMED: This photo isn’t framed properly. There are too many fish in the
shot, it lacks focus and is distracting to look at.

30 DECEMBER 2008 • fama FishChannel.com
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flash in aquatic photography is going
to be the major focus of this article.

Here is what you need to know
about the camera. The DSLR cameras
are very powerful pieces of photo-
graphic equipment, and aquatic pho-
tography tests your ability to use these
cameras. You won’t be able to achieve
much shooting your aquarium on the
automatic mode, as even a great piece
of electronic equipment like a DSLR

camera will have a problem under-
standing that there is a piece of glass
and a large volume of water in front of
it, both of which change the way light
is transmitted. By shooting in manual
mode you take the guesswork away
from the camera.

Good practical knowledge of terms
like aperture, shutter speed, ISO (an
index used to indicate the sensitivity
of a film’s emulsion to light) and white

balance is essential in the develop-
ment of the proper techniques.

Choosing a Lens
There are two types of lenses com-

monly used for aquatic photography.
Macro lenses. These lenses are

generally used for macro photography,
where a single subject of a species is
shot to illustrate its beauty and detail.
Macro lenses usually have a set focal
length (e.g., Canon 100mm 2.8 USM
Macro Lens) and are called “prime
lenses.” They often produce sharper
images than other lenses.

Most photographers choose one of
several macro lenses on the market in
the 100mm +/- range (Canon 100mm
2.8, Nikon 105mm 2.8, Sigma 105mm
2.8, Tamron 90mm 2.8). These lenses
have an ideal minimum focusing dis-
tance (less than 12 inches in manual
mode) and exceptional sharpness,
especially when you get away from the
extremes in aperture values.

Wide-angle lenses. These lenses
are generally used for full-tank or
large-group photography, where you
want to capture a larger area or a com-
plete aquarium and need more “room”
without having to step back 10 to 15
feet to do so. Wide-angle lenses tend
to have a small range of zoom (e.g.,
Nikon 17 to 55mm f/2.8G AF-S DX
Wide Angle Lens) to give you some
range to adjust for the final shot and
are called “zoom lenses.”

Most of the time, normal zoom
lenses are used, such as the Canon 24-
70L, Nikon 28-70 or others in that
focal range. Wide-angle lenses are not
as sharp as macro lenses, but they give
the photographer a lot of choice and
flexibility over area coverage. I do not
recommend them for shooting indi-
vidual subjects due to their normally
longer minimum focusing distance.

I will only be discussing specimen
photography, so digital photographers
reading along will need their own
macro prime lens, or they will need to
acquire one.

Flashes and Flash Systems
Advanced DSLR photography

uses off-camera flashes to simulate
natural lighting that comes from
above the subject. When we look at
fish in the aquarium, they are illumi-

PROPER EXPOSURE: This image was properly exposed, with light hitting the
front of the subject, in this case a Congo tetra (Phenacogrammus interrup-
tus). Notice the clear background and the crisp detail on the fins of the fish.

UNDEREXPOSED: This Congo tetra was backlit by a flash for this shot, creat-
ing an underexposed image. 
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nated by aquarium lighting that is
above the tank. This is the reason we
are able to see all of the wonderful
nuances in colors, textures and forms
that make fish such interesting and
fascinating creatures.

An on-camera flash is unable to
provide the same effect because you
are shooting directly at the fish,
which causes reflections to bounce
back at you and gives incorrect col-
ors (metallic-looking scales) and
reflections off the glass in front of
the subject. Off-camera flash tech-
niques eliminate those problems by
“flashing” the subject from the top of
the tank, thus simulating the same
lighting, but at a much stronger
amount and in a short burst of flash.
The great amount of light that the
flash provides allows us to use much
higher shutter speeds at lower ISO,
thus “freezing” the subject to give us
a sharp and beautiful moment-in-
time shot.

There are several methods to take
the flash off-camera. The traditional
method involved using a sync cord
connected to the camera’s hot shoe on
one side and the flash base on the
other, extending the distance between
the flash and the camera. There are
many advantages and disadvantages
to this method. The effect is the same
as mounting the flash on the camera
hot shoe, and the camera should fire
instantaneously every time. But the
wires are cumbersome, and one wrong
move can result in the flash being
thrown in the water. The reach and
the speed of movement are also limit-
ed by the length of the cord and, in
my opinion, do not give the photogra-
pher enough freedom to move around
and be creative.

In recent years, the two leading
DSLR camera manufacturers, Canon
and Nikon, have both developed ways
to trigger flashes remotely. Canon
flash systems use an infrared trans-

The cardinal tetra (Paracheirodon axelrodi) is a difficult fish to photograph. It
is small, moves quickly and is highly reflective, requiring great flash position
and output control.

Even with the best equipment and
technical knowledge, it is possible
to produce uninteresting shots.

“
”FishChannel.com
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PROPER BALANCE: Proper white balance makes this image of a cory catfish
look true to life. To accomplish this with a digital image, the RAW file format is
used, and the image is corrected via software.

INCORRECT BALANCE: This image of a cory is fine, except for the warm look
produced by incorrect white balance. The author suggests using the RAW file
format so that problems like this can be corrected later on a computer.

mitter, called STE-2, to control sever-
al wireless Canon flashes set to “slave”
mode (a slave flash is an external flash
mounted separately from the camera
that provides extra light when trig-
gered by a built-in camera flash).
While Nikon “prosumer” (a camera
built to a professional’s specifications
but intended for regular consumers)
DSLRs (D70, D70s, D80 and D200)
have a Commander Mode, which lets

the on-board flash trigger Nikon
flashes wirelessly. This past year,
Nikon also released a wireless con-
troller, called a SU-800. Both systems
are similar in quality and functionali-
ty. Each produces excellent results
while providing photographers with a
lot of flexibility.

Now that you understand the
basics of the wireless-flash technique,
I would like to discuss another very

>
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important aspect of producing great
aquatic portraits — proper selection
of a shooting area in an aquarium.

The Stage
Even with the best equipment and

technical knowledge, it is possible to
produce uninteresting, uninspiring and
downright unattractive
shots of aquarium inhab-
itants if an area is not
properly set up to shoot
them. Equipment such
as aquarium heaters, filter intakes,
aquarium frames and edges of the tank
do not belong in great aquarium shots.
Aesthetic selection is just as important
as technical knowledge to produce a
usable shot of your favorite subject.

Aquarists with photography in
mind spend a decent amount of time
setting up their aquariums, creating
areas with open space and comple-
menting background elements that
contrast well with the inhabitants and
look “authentic.” A photographer will
spend a good deal of time observing
the subjects and finding out where

they tend to spend the most time
where they are comfortable. Those are
usually the best spots to create a photo
stage. When a fish is comfortable in
its environment, it becomes more
responsive, more curious to the person
in front of the aquarium and thus a
much better subject to photograph.

The Complete Setup
So you have read everything up to

this point. You have done a water
change, cleaned the glass, rearranged
some stuff in the tank to create photo
stages and refrained from feeding the
fish. Nightfall is coming, and you are
ready to put all this information to
good use. Now, let’s put it all together
and really get into the details of the
photo session.

The first thing you need to do is to
figure out how to position your
flash(es). If you have a canopy, remove
it for the session, as it will interfere with

FishChannel.com

Not all fish are
equally easy subjects

to photograph. Some are
slow and showy, such as most South
and Central American cichlids, larger
saltwater fish and many invertebrates.
Others are quick and jumpy, such as
many tetras, rainbows, and saltwater
gobies and grammas.
Some of the hardest fish to shoot in an
aquarium are those that have silver
reflective scales, which are tough to cap-
ture without blowing out the highlights.
Neon and cardinal tetras are great
examples of tough photographic sub-
jects. Many fish have subtle hues to
them such as the purple hue on the oth-
erwise brown emperor tetra. These types
of situations require more work, trial-
and-error and knowledge of light reflec-
tion for proper flash placement. Many of
the highly reflective fish require much
smaller flash output via flash exposure
compensation and additional “fill” flashes
to properly show their colors.
Many catfish make somewhat difficult
subjects, even though they move slowly
and stay in the same place for a long
time. The biggest issue with shooting
catfish properly is the fact that they stay
near the bottom of the tank, which

makes it difficult to properly “flash” them
because of the distance between the
light source and the subject. The deeper
the tank, the more difficult it is to proper-
ly light the subjects that are at the bot-
tom of it. It is also not easy to properly
expose the subject and the substrate.
The substrate is often lighter in color.
Sometimes to get around this problem
two (or more) exposures are used, with
one metered for the subject and another
one for the background. These are then
combined via software in post produc-
tion. If the RAW file format is used, a
single, slightly underexposed shot can
be used effectively by being processed
twice with different areas in mind and
then combined.
There is a solution for every situation.
The most important rule is to not give up
and to be creative. With good equipment
and enough time, anything can be
accomplished. Sometimes items that you
don’t expect to be useful become indis-
pensable. Many times, I have used plas-
tic lids, tissues, aluminum foil and other
things found around the house to
achieve a certain look or to properly dif-
fuse or redirect a flash. Be creative and
learn to use your equipment, and you’ll
be able to accomplish almost anything.

Dealing With
Model Difficulties

Many fish have subtle
hues to them.“ ”
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the signal to the flash. Now that you
have your open top and your flashes are
all charged up and ready to go, where
do you place them? 

Well, the idea is for the flash to
illuminate the area right in front of
the subject. This means that the flash
should be somewhat closer to you and
the camera than the subject and right
above the subject. This will ensure
that there isn’t a huge difference in
exposure between the top and bottom
of the fish and will provide contrast in
exposure between the subject and the
background behind it.

To further minimize the difference
in exposure, a second flash (secondary
“slave”) with a built-in function to
power down or reduce the amount of
light created by the flash is often used.
This slave flash is pointed at the sub-
ject at a 45-degree angle and powered
down to produce a softer effect. This
is called a “fill” flash, as its job is to
just fill in the areas that the main flash
from above can’t reach.

A few words about the camera set-
tings during a photo shoot. First of
all, shutter speed used with flash does
not really matter and has very little to
no affect on the final shot. That is
because the speed of the flash is so
much faster than the speed of the
shutter on the camera that it pretty
much negates the exposure during the
time the flash is not on. Most DSLR
cameras have a flash-synch speed of
1/250 of a second, which I usually
have set by default.

What does matter is the aperture
used, as it determines the depth of
field that you will see in your photo.
Most of the time in macro photogra-
phy your goal is to get the entire sub-
ject in sharp, crisp focus. Because of
that, a small aperture — around f/18
to f/22 — is usually used. At the nor-
mally short focusing distances of
most macro lenses, this aperture
range produces a very acceptable
depth of field and usually gets the
entire subject in focus.

The ISO (sensitivity to light) is
usually set by default at the lowest set-

ting, as flash tends to produce artifacts
in photos at higher ISO settings.
Unless you have a very tall tank (more
than 24 inches), standard ISO 50 or
100 should be enough for most flash-
es to provide enough light to produce
vivid, sharp photographs.

White balance is tricky in aquari-
um photography, as it is difficult for
the camera to judge colors in water
correctly. So, I recommend using the
RAW file format exclusively for
shooting your tank. It gives you the
ability to adjust white balance after
the shot has been taken. A RAW

image file contains
minimally processed
data from your cam-
era’s image sensor.
RAW files are the

digital equivalent of a film negative.
RAW is actually not a single file for-
mat, but is only the unprocessed
image from a digital camera’s image
sensor. Most digital cameras will take
that “raw” information and process it
into a JPEG or TIFF, making many
assumptions about the image in the
process. Taking images in the RAW
format leaves you more control over
the final image. RAW is a powerful
file format that should be utilized by
DSLR photographers more often.

Final Words
I hope this article addresses any

questions and problems you may have
with aquatic photography. While I
understand that theory may sound
good, it is another thing to implement
it in real life with real equipment and
subjects that won’t stay put. My advice
is to practice, practice, practice.
Remember, you can always erase the
shots that didn’t work out. Digital
photography gives you a huge advan-
tage in real-time results. Use it to your
benefit and shoot often, and try to
learn something new every time.

Edward Greenberg has been
involved in the aquatic life and
photography for many years,
which resulted in his starting aquatic-
photography.com in 2005. Since then, he
has been constantly learning and helping
others reach their full potential as aquatic
photographers. His work has been pub-
lished in publications in the United States
and abroad.
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I recommend you use
the RAW file format.“ ”
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By Bob Fenner

H
ow many hogfish do
you think are found in
the Caribbean and
larger tropical western

Atlantic? Be honest. Most folks who
have been in the “aquatic life” for a while know of the Bodianus con-
geners — the Spanish and Cuban hogs. But there is indeed a third
wrasse found here that shares this common name: Lachnolaimus max-

imus is most often called the giant hogfish in the aquarium trade. At a
maximum of about 3 feet long and 13 pounds this fish is well named.
(Bodianus macrognathus is also commonly called the giant hogfish;
however, it is found in the Indian Ocean and at its maximum length
is almost a foot shorter than L. maximus.)

All three hogfish that hail from the Atlantic are similar in their
compatibility and care. All are good-sized, accept meaty foods and
generally get along with most other livestock that are not too small
and may fit in their mouths. Their ultimate likely size is the deciding
factor for most folks in choosing which species to try. Though, as we
will see, only two make it into the trade on a regular basis, and one is
decidedly more expensive to acquire than are the others.
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This beautiful Cuban hogfish
(Bodianus pulchellus) is one of
three hogfish species that inhabit
Caribbean and western Atlantic
waters. The others are B. rufus
and Lachnolaimus maximus.

Juvenile giant hogfish (L. maximus), left, neither possess the pronounced
shovel-like snouts nor black caudal bands of adults, at the right. 
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Players
Spotfin or Cuban hogfish (Bodi-

anus pulchellus, Poey, 1860). This
species is found in the western
Atlantic, from South Carolina to
Venezuela. Bodianus pulchellus grow to
about 11 inches in total length (TL).
This is an exemplary aquarium species.

Spanish hogfish (B. rufus, Lin-
naeus, 1758). It ranges through much
of the western Atlantic, from
Bermuda to Brazil. The species
reaches a TL of 16 inches. In the wild,
Spanish hogs eat mollusks, urchins,
brittle stars and crustaceans, while
juveniles act as facultative cleaners.
This is a hardy aquarium species.

Behavior
Overall, hogfish are rather shy and

retiring. You’ll find them almost always
skulking about near the tank bottom.
They like to stay near cover, where they
can duck out of view at a moment’s
notice. There is no mistaking the hogs
for other more “flashy” wrasses; they are
generally slow-moving and cautiously
look out for what is going on rather
than rushing in to open space.

One other behavior not to be
missed, at least among the two Bodi-
anus, is that the young hogfish act as
facultative, not obligate, cleaners of

parasites off of other fish. Young hog-
fish will even go so far as to set up
definable cleaning stations on reef
patches in the wild. This cleaning
behavior is also seen in aquaria.

Compatibility 
Hogs are compatible with most

anything that gets along with them,
but there are some notable exceptions.

They will ingest smaller fish if hun-
gry. And most any crustacean, worm,
snail or small urchin is fair game,
especially since these are what hogfish
consume in the wild according to gut-
content studies.

Can you house more than one speci-
men or species together? Yes, if you
have sufficient space. Hogs are more
social when they are small, but as they
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Spanish hogfish eat a variety
of meaty foods in the wild,

such as mollusks, sea
urchins, brittle stars and a

variety of crustaceans.
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The smaller fish pictured is a juvenile
Bodianus rufus that is busy cleaning a larger
wrasse (Clepticus parrae). In the wild, juvenile
Bodianus hogfish are known to establish
cleaning stations on reef patches.
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grow, one rarely finds them
in close association in the
wild. If you would like to
have more than a solitary
specimen, I suggest a
marine setup of several
hundred gallons in order to
avoid intra-species conflicts.

My usual plug is to
encourage hogkeepers to
consider setting up a
biotopic arrangement for
these fish. That is, building
a habitat to mimic a sec-
tion of the tropical West
Atlantic reef and then
stocking it with fish found
in the same area as the
hogs. An idea and photos
of what such a slice of this
underwater world is like
can be found in books, on
the Internet and through
reading and compiling species lists
from databases like Fishbase.org and
excellent guidebooks like those of Paul
Humann and Ned DeLoach.

Selection
A good hogfish specimen is gener-

ally easy to find. The challenge, how-
ever, is finding any specimens period.
All are wild-collected and available
from time to time through dealers

who stock fish from the Caribbean.
Most hogfish arrive in good, ready-to-
go condition. They tend to collect,
hold and ship well. Even so, I would
put a deposit down on new arrivals
that are expensive, and leave them for
a few days to let them rest up before
being moved again.

Most of these fish are caught by
being driven into mist-barrier-fence
nets and then hand-netted. Sometimes

Giant hogfish (Lachnolaimus maximus,
Walbaum, 1792). This is the one many
think of when they think about West
Atlantic hogfish. It is a real beauty when
small (most offered in the trade are 6 to 8
inches in length), but it quickly grows big
(to nearly 36 inches in the wild). These shy

giants often come in too beat up to accli-
mate to captivity. Adults have pronounced
snouts and black caudal bands. For any-
one who can truly appreciate (and house)
a real tank-buster, a giant hogfish is for
them. Giant hogs are often “caught to
order” by dive collectors.
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With their purple-and-yellow coloration, Spanish
hogfish (Bodianus rufus) are dazzling fish to behold
whether encountered in the ocean or in aquaria.

AS BIG AS THEY COME 

At nearly 3 feet in length, adult Lachnolaimus
maximus such as this specimen are the true
giants of the Caribbean hogfish triumvirate.
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though, they are also
conveniently caught with
a barbless hook and line,
with the small hook hole
quickly growing over
with no long-term con-
sequences for the fish.

Spanish hogs are far
and away the most commonly avail-
able. But a dealer may be able to spe-
cial order you a Cuban, though these
can be pricey.

If given a choice of picking
between more than one, look for spec-
imens that look fuller (not with
sunken-in bellies) as well as brighter
(aware of its surroundings and you).
Though torn fins and bent spines
almost always repair themselves in
short order, as a matter of course, I
would pick out the least damaged
specimen to start with.

Systems
Tank size has been mentioned. For

hogfish, as large an aquarium system
as is practical is the way to go. Cubans
are the smallest of the trio being dis-
cussed in this article and really only do
their best in volumes approaching or
exceeding 100 gallons. Both Spanish
and giant hogfish require at least 200
gallons to do well.

Hogfish setups are best wide and
low as opposed to tall and narrow.
They should also be aquascaped with
coral or rock “pillars” rather than the
too-traditional rock wall piled up
along the back. The pillar construction
provide hogs an opportunity to get out

of eyeshot from you and their tank-
mates when they get a little stressed.

Bright light is OK as long as there
are shadowy gaps and overhangs for
these fish to get out of the solar blast.
Due to their large size and at times
copious appetites, good circulation,
skimming and regular water changes
with gravel vacuuming are called for.

Feeding and Nutrition
I have yet to encounter a hogfish

that didn’t readily feed on all types of
meaty foods. It may take a few trials to
acquaint yours with some novel food
item, or for it to learn it has to come
to the surface to get its share, but hogs
do consume good pelleted foods,
frozen defrosted fish, crustaceans and
snail flesh with gusto.

Small specimens are best fed a cou-
ple of times a day, but larger individu-
als can easily get by on once-a-day or
every-other-day feedings.

Disease
Hogfish are among the last fish in

a tank to show signs of pathogenic or
environmental disease. They are some
of the most disease-resistant wrasses I
know. The majority of hogfish lost in
captivity either die from stress associ-
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For hogfish, as large
an aquarium system
as is practical is 
the way to go.”
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This Spanish hogfish (B. rufus)
was spotted swimming out in

the open in the Bahamas. BO
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ated with being in cramped confines
or by starvation.

Reproduction
Like other known labrids (wrasses,

etc.), hogfish are protogynous her-
maphrodites. They start out as func-
tional females and turn in to males
with time, growth and social circum-
stances. Hogfish have never been bred
in captivity in commercial numbers.

These species are recorded as spawning
during May, June and July in the wild.

Conclusion
The hogfish of the tropical West

Atlantic have much to recommend
them as ornamental aquatic species;
they are tough, attractive, intelligent,
tolerant of captive conditions and
feeding and get along with most all
other livestock, with the exception of
invertebrates they eat in the wild.

Should you have the space for a
show specimen that is a bit shy, but
one that can be with you as long as the
family dog or cat, I strongly recom-
mend considering these wrasses, par-
ticularly if you can be persuaded to
build out a Caribbean reef biotope for
them to share.

Bob Fenner is a well-known
hobbyist and the author of 
the popular book The
Conscientious Marine Aquarist. He has
spent most of his adult life in the aquarium
hobby and owns and manages
www.wetwebmedia.com.
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For complete
references

about hogfish, visit
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Spanish hogfish are hardy aquarium residents that can learn to accept a vari-
ety of foods in captivity.
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Knowing what and how marine
fish eat can help aquarists
make informed decisions
when it comes to feeding
their own fish.

Text and Photos by Adam Blundell, M.S.

H
ave you ever wondered how fish
choose what to eat? If mysid shrimp
are very nutritious, why don’t all fish
dart after them? Why do tangs eat so much

algae? And triggers eat so many invertebrates? Simply put,
marine fish are designed to eat specific foods.

Dentition and Locomotion
One of my areas of interest is analyzing what foods are

well-designed to feed certain fish. Most of my work is
studying how fish select the proper prey. There are two
main items that influence what fish eat: dentition and loco-
motion. The simplest way to think of this is that a fish has
to chase down its food and then be able to ingest it. The
differences in dentition and locomotion have taken mil-
lions of years to evolve for each fish family and are corner-
stones of fish behavior. Here are some examples of fish with
peculiar or interesting dietary habits.

Wrasses
Wrasses are built for cruising speed. These slender fish

are commonly called “torpedo fish” because of their cigar-
shaped bodies. In addition to a long, slender body, they

swim with a specialized locomotion style that utilizes their
pectoral fins (they literally flap their pectorals in an up-
and-down motion akin to underwater flying). Wrasses can
strike forward into narrow places on the reef rockscape.

Wrasses also have pharyngeal teeth, which are teeth
located in the back of the throat. These teeth help to grind
crunchy shells and make a perfect addition to the large cut-
ting teeth they possess up front. With these sets of teeth,
and the ability to dart into narrow crevices in the rocks,
wrasses are well equipped for a life of hunting microcrus-
taceans. Little shrimp beware!

Seahorses
Is there a luckier group of fish on the planet? Honestly,

how does a slow-moving, defenseless animal with a teeny-
tiny mouth survive? For seahorses, the trick is to form a
hard outer layer of skin (exoskeleton) and then to blend
into one’s surroundings. This prevents them from being
eaten, but it does not explain how seahorses obtain food.
They are slow and move short distances, so the food needs
to come to them. This is the reason they often feed off of
live foods. Seahorses have slender, tubular snouts that allow

Did you Know?
• Scientists classify the swimming styles of different
fish. The amount of body motion needed, which fins

are used and the orientation of the fish are just some
of the criteria used in classifying locomotion styles.

• Of all the developments during the last decade to advance
the reefkeeping hobby, the improvement of food types may be
the best of them all.

• Some fish stalk their prey, some fish wait for their prey, some
actively pursue, some scavenge leftovers, some graze, some
farm and some even get a meal by cleaning the parasites off
of other fish.

Different Fish,
Different

Prey

Upper left: Despite the fact that orange-spotted filefish
(Oxymonacanthus longirostris) are known coral eaters,
many hobbyists still want to keep them. Filefish require
either a species-specific setup, or one with mild-man-
nered tankmates, such as seahorses and pipefish, and
live corals to nosh on.
Above: This lipstick tang (Naso lituratus) is a slow plod-
der that prefers to graze. Tangs do eat meaty foods, but
it is vital for their overall health that they be offered nori
and algae several times a week.
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them to suck up (like a straw), but not bite or grind up,
food. Therefore, they must eat extremely small foods that
they can get into their mouths. It is easy to see why hobby-
ists typically feed their seahorses very small live foods. Low
water movement may help too. Any water current that is
pushing foods around in a tank must be slow enough for a
seahorse to see and catch its prey.

Filefish
Filefish have a natural tendency to be corallivores. This

does not mean they only eat coral, but just that they do get a
significant portion of their diet from coral. Many aquarists
are quickly drawn to these fish because of their brilliant color
patterns and playful personalities. Unfortunately, when
placed in a reef aquarium they can prove frustrating to aquar-
ists, especially when one is caught in the act of removing live
coral from the rockwork. Even more unfortunate is when
these fish are not placed in reef tanks and slowly starve.

Tangs
Many tangs are big-bodied fish. They can’t dart around

in the rocks and are unable to outswim many other fish.
What they can do is cruise around the open water in shoals.
From tens of feet (maybe even hundreds of feet) away these
fish need to see their prey as they swim together. They may
not have the small turning radius and quick movements
needed to chase down small shrimp and therefore often
look for stationary food. This is one reason why tangs are
so fond of algae. They can usually see it from a distance and
know it will still be sitting there by the time they arrive.

Many tangs also have a row of very fine, sandpaperlike
teeth. These resemble bristles on a toothbrush, and tangs
are sometimes called “bristletooth fish.” These teeth are not
very effective in shredding meat, but they are well-designed
for scraping off algae.

Anemonefish
One of the best beginner fish to buy is an anemonefish,

or clownfish. The common clownfish is found in saltwater
pet stores across the country. And these fish are a perfect
choice for home aquaria. I would like to stress the impor-
tance in buying a tank-raised or captive-bred anemonefish.
Please support the marine breeders who are working hard
to provide an alternative to wild-caught fish.

Why are anemonefish such easy fish to keep in home
aquaria? The answer is that they are not picky. At least in
the wild, these fish spend their entire post-larval stage liv-
ing among the tentacles of an anemone. They cannot swim
more than a couple feet away or they are easy prey for big-
ger fish. And so, they spend their entire lives living in one
spot smaller than your living room. These fish have learned
to eat whatever floats passed them. They cannot be picky
about what to eat, because they have no other options for
food. For this reason, they readily take the prepared foods
offered to them by hobbyists.

Dragonets
Dragonets are slow swimmers, and their small mouths

make them similar to seahorses (in terms of prey selection).

They cannot outcompete anything for food. So they must
rely on an abundance of food around them and their abili-
ty to hunt.

These fish should only be purchased by advanced hob-
byists who have large and well-established populations of
microinvertebrates in their tanks. These aquariums should
also be aquascaped with lots of rubble rock or mixed sub-
strate. The tight places in a rubble area provide the best
habitat for dragonets to hunt through while searching for
small crustaceans.

Mudskippers
Talk about fish with an advantage. When you can’t find

food in the water, just walk up and eat something on the
land! These fish are truly remarkable. While not common
in the hobby, I wanted to include them here to make men-
tion of their unique feeding methods.

They serve as a perfect example of the extremes to
which hungry fish will go. These fish can stay out of water
for several minutes. They “walk” up on the nearby rocks and
plants to find small worms or insects to eat.

Conclusion
This is only a brief synopsis of some of the differences

in prey selection and feeding preferences of various marine
fish. My goal is to get people thinking about the predator-
prey relationship before they buy any fish for their aquari-
ums. Knowing how a fish eats in its natural environment
can help a hobbyist to establish a proper husbandry system
for their fish.

Adam Blundell, M.S., is the director of the Aquatic
and Terrestrial Research Team, whose efforts are
designed to bring hobbyists and researchers together
for common goals. When not teaching in the laboratory, he stays
busy with many projects, local aquatic clubs and a hectic travel
schedule for speaking engagements.

Mandarin dragonet aquariums should contain lots of mixed-
sized substrate that provide tiny crustaceans places to
reside and dragonets places to hunt.
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Good marine husbandry is a
daily, weekly, monthly and
even semi-annual endeavor.

By Bob Fenner • Photos by Clay Jackson

he notion that the upkeep of marine aquariums is too
difficult is the number one reason given by nonaquar-
ists for avoiding the hobby. And who can blame them?

The typical stereotype of having fish tanks is that it is pure
drudgery: siphoning endless amounts of water onto the floor;
stinky, messy feedings; removing dead and dissolving live-
stock; having to conduct laboratory-coat-level testing and
water adjustments; total teardowns and scrubbings of tanks
and decor on a regular basis.

Naturally, those of us “in the life” of marine aquarium-
keeping know that this is not the way it is or has to be.
Aquariums that are properly set up are easy to maintain and
are remarkably trouble-free, particularly when compared with

the attention required by companion animals (dogs, cats,
etc.). In point of fact, the larger and more self-adjusting a sys-
tem is, the less you have to actually do with it. Mini-sized
tanks (10 gallons or less) translate into many more issues and
hours to keep them adjusted and optimized.

The maintenance and operation of your marine setup or
setups should ideally define a logical and regular pattern.
There are daily, weekly and longer-term checks, feedings and
adjustments that can and likely should be reduced to a sys-
tematic checklist of aquatic activities.

This article is an attempt at introducing the marine aquar-
ist to the details of what generally is done to keep a typical
marine system up and running.

One of the easiest things aquarists
can do is a daily visual check on
the fish and invertebrates under
their care. It doesn’t take an expert
aquarist to realize that this marble
sea star (Fromia sp.) is being
noshed on by one of its tankmates. 

T
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Every Time
Check your livestock. Observe

them all carefully. Are they behaving
“normally”? A keen observation of
your aquatic charges is your best
chance at discovering and evaluating
what is going on with the system’s
overall water quality. Check that all
your livestock are indeed alive. How is
their color, locomotion and so on? Are
all the tank inhabitants present and
accounted for?

Daily
Feedings. Depending on the type

of fish and invertebrates you keep in
your system and your desires (growth,
reproduction, maintenance, etc.),
those once-a-day, twice-or-more
feedings will be of paramount impor-
tance. Try to schedule these feedings

with your own opportunities for time-
ly observation of the system and its
occupants in mind. Feeding times are
the most telling instance an aquarist
has of seeing whether all their marine
stock is OK, eating and not being
harassed by bullies in the tank.

Temperature. Do not be one of
those “modern-age” aquarists who
take the heating mechanisms of their
systems for granted. Though the
heaters of today are far superior to
anything in decades past, they are still
subject to failure. Check your ther-
mometers (yes, more than one).

Flow rates. How long does it take
to have a quick look-see at your skim-
mer, powerheads and pumps to make
sure all these vital components are
functional? Something amiss with any
of these components could quickly
spell disaster for a system.

Protein skimmer. Get into the
habit of checking on and emptying
the collection cup of your fractionator
daily, especially if you don’t have an
automated-dumping mechanism. You
would not be amazed, knowing how
funky and stinky the glop in the col-
lector gets, to find out how many
problems get back into the system
because of a filthy protein skimmer.
Be sure to dump and rinse the skim-
mer cup before it overfills or spills and
pollutes your tank water.

Your skimmer is such an important
tool for preserving water quality that
its functional operation should be one
of your chief concerns. What is hap-
pening with your bubble, air and
water mixture? How about the water

level in the contact chamber? Is the
collector doing about what it should?
Or is it performing optimally? You
will become so familiar with the
effects of feeding and the rhythms of
your system that you will anticipate
the volume, foaminess and color of
the effluent collected in your skimmer.

Usually Weekly
Water quality parameters, testing.

After your marine system has been up
and running for a few months, a rou-
tine check of ammonia and nitrites is
generally overlooked and unnecessary,
unless something seems amiss. Nitrate
is an end product to oxidative cycling
of ammonia, and nitrites should be
checked at least as frequently as water
changes are performed.

Likewise, with pH and alkalinity
most aquarists get away with the same
schedule — timing their checking and
adjustments with water changes. But
if the pH is slipping by more than a
couple tenths of a point, or the
nitrates rise on a weekly basis, you
should be taking corrective action to
reduce or change the feeding regimen,
add buffering capacity and increase
water changes.

Your water’s specific gravity or
salinity should be checked and adjust-
ed at least weekly. Some folks use only
deionized, reverse osmosis, or even
distilled water for this, for regular
make-up or top-offs (this is a good
practice for full-blown reef systems).
For fish-only and most fish-and-live-
rock systems, tap water is just fine;
there are more “impurities” introduced

Marine
Maintenance
Cheat Sheet

DAILY
❏ Check livestock
❏ Feedings
❏ Check water temperature
❏ Check flow rates
❏ Empty protein skimmer collection cup

WEEKLY
❏ Test water
❏ Check and clean filters and filter media
❏ Check and clean pump motors
❏ Visually inspect UV sterilizer
❏ Wipe down tank outside and fixtures

MONTHLY
❏ Perform partial water change
❏ Add any supplements at water change
❏ Clean UV sterilizer
❏ Check heaters for damage

SEMIANNUAL
❏ Replace lighting fixture bulbs
❏ Deep cleaning of tank, fixtures, decor
❏ Add new substrate or replace entirely
❏ Introduce some new pieces of live rock
❏ Check plumbing, fittings and valves for

leakage
❏ Check plumbing, fittings and valves for

salt creep
❏ Check any air valves for leakage

✓

This Rhinecanthus aculeatus is the ben-
eficiary of good maintenance practices.

Partial water changes are one of the
best things hobbyists can do to ensure

water quality is maintained at a level
that is conducive to the health and

growth of their fish and invertebrates.
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from the feeding, tank life and decor
than from your source water.

Filters and media. All mechanical
filter media — sponges, wet-dry pads,
including trays and spray bars, etc. —
should be inspected for clogging,
excessive filthiness, rinsed and recy-
cled, and replaced as necessary. The
use and changing of chemical filtrants
is a matter of manufacturer specifica-
tion and user preference. I strongly
encourage the use of Dacron polyester
bagging (commercially available) of
individual units of chemical filtrants.
That way, rather than a complete
change-out, some of the existing bags
can be swapped out with new ones.

Other filter maintenance. Do your
pump motors require periodic clean-
ing and lubrication? There are makes
and models that do and those that do
not. Some of the popular fluid-mov-
ing pumps utilize a water-cooling fea-
ture: a narrow conduit that feeds a
small amount of pressurized water
back through the drive mechanism.
Many of these pumps suffer an early
death from this cooling “tube” being
ignored. Do you want to save some
real money and headaches? Please
read through all the directions that
come with the mechanical compo-
nents of your system, and add their
periodic checks and maintenance to
your system maintenance schedule.

Ultraviolet sterilizers. If you use
one of these, it should be inspected.
The lamps or sleeves and the outside

should be cleaned monthly. The out-
side of the unit is easily wiped clear of
salt and other substances with a damp
paper towel; the sleeves and lamps are
best cleaned with disposable paper
towels and denatured alcohol that is of
a high enough concentration that it
will easily evaporate without leaving
any residue.

Cleaning. While you are disrupt-
ing the system and annoying its occu-
pants, this is an ideal time to wipe
down the top, any light fixtures, cover
glass, the inside and outside viewing
panels, and the lamps and lamp covers
(when cool). It is a good idea to wear
your dedicated rubber gloves when
working in the aquarium and to avoid
ammoniated cleaners around the tank.

Monthly
Water changes. Partial water

change-outs should be done at least
once a month, and at best they should
be done more frequently (my service
company used to change water weekly).
These water changes offer a grand
opportunity to vacuum detritus out of
part of the substrate (or bare bottom),
clean sump(s), change or rinse out
mechanical filter media, clean viewing
panels and tops, rearrange some of the
decor and possibly move some live-
stock. Replacement of water should
only be done with premixed, stored sea-
water of the same temperature and spe-
cific gravity. The tank replacement
water also needs to be pretreated in the

direction the hobbyist
would like to

move the

water both chemically and physically.
Frequent partial water changes are

beneficial in several ways. There is no
more economical method to ensuring
and maintaining adequate water-
quality control than through a water
change. Period.

Supplements and supplementing.
This pertains to all chemical adjuncts,
such as all-in-one additive products,
vitamins, minerals, feeding and growth
stimulants and all other supplementary
chemical additions. If you are going to
use these, utilize them only as directed,
and only either on a punctuated basis
and with testing for their constituents
or affects. The best time to do supple-
menting is in concert with water
changes. That is, by adding and mixing
in these materials to the new water to
be used to replace that which is
removed from the system.

There is a valid concern about the
poisoning effects of continually pour-
ing these materials into a system.

Modern aquarium lights have revolu-
tionized the keeping of photosynthetic
corals. However, just because a bulb
looks bright doesn’t necessarily mean
that it is good. All bulbs diminish in
energy output over time and need to
be replaced.

Maintenance issues can take on an
even more vital role in the short term
in smaller tanks. These smaller sys-
tems have less wiggle room than do
larger systems when it comes to pH,
nitrates or other parameters suddenly
getting out of whack.
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PINPOINT® Nitrate Monitor is a precise digital instrument for
measurement of saltwater nitrate (NO3). Designed as a precision
spot-testing instrument with a resolution of 1 ppm in both the
low (1–10 ppm) and high (10–100 pm) nitrate ranges. *
* See www.americanmarineusa.com for additional details.

PINPOINT®II Calcium Monitor now features a solid state probe
for increased stability, accuracy and longer life. Calibration is
fast, easy and precise. Generally used as a precision spot testing
instrument with possible continuous monitoring capabilities, it
will precisely determine the calcium level of any marine system.*

PINPOINT® Monitors
complete with Probes
Nitrate . . . . . . . . . . . $249
Calcium. . . . . . . . . . . $249
Thermometer . . . . . . . $35
pH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99
ORP . . . . . . . . . . . . . $109
Salinity . . . . . . . . . . . $130
Freshwater Hardness . $125
Oxygen . . . . . . . . . . $289

PINPOINT® Controllers
complete with Probes
pH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $199
ORP . . . . . . . . . . . . . $199
Temp . . . . . . . . . . . . $199
Calibration Fluids
pH 4.0, 7.0, 10.0
Salinity 53.0 mS
Conductivity 45μS
Redox (ORP) 400 mv

Genuine PINPOINT®

Replacement Probes
pH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $49
ORP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $59
Oxygen . . . . . . . . . . $130
Calcium . . . . . . . . . . $199
Nitrate . . . . . . . . . . . $179
Remote Temp Sensor. . $19

Introducing the revolutionary new Nitrate and Calcium MonitorsIntroducing the revolutionary new Nitrate and Calcium Monitors

Because test kits are like... 20 years agoBecause test kits are like... 20 years ago

American Marine Inc
54 Danbury Road, Suite 172
Ridgefield CT 06877 USA
US Toll-free 800.925.4689
Fax/phone 914.763.5367
www.americanmarineusa.com
info@americanmarineusa.com
International & wholesale inquiries
loudell@americanmarineusa.com

All monitors are
battery powered 

Accuracy • Innovation • IntegrityAccuracy • Innovation • Integrity
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Maintenance is More
Than the Display Tank
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This beautiful 250-gallon marine reef
tank didn’t just happen by accident.
Rather, good routine maintenance of the
primary tank and its auxiliary support
systems has brought about this eye-
pleasing presentation.

The electrical guts that keep the various
lights, filters and pumps functioning for
this 250 need to be periodically checked
to make sure everything is in working
order. A failure of a pump or protein
skimmer due to an electrical problem is
all it takes to send a tank into the red.

While the sump and refugium used to
support this 250-gallon reef tank are
tucked away, they are no less important
in the overall maintenance scheme.
These complementary tanks must be
clean and functioning correctly in order
to provide maximum benefit to the dis-
play tank.

Most such additives are purposely low in
concentration, but they may grow in
concentration with repeated misuse. I do
consider the Madison Avenue, gotta-
buy-something mentality that drives
people (including myself ) to “get
involved.” Therefore, my suggestion is to
add supplements if you must, but only
during times when they can be purpose-
fully diluted by a water change.

Heating. Heaters should be carefully
checked for cracks in their glass housings
(and heat exchangers or external housings
to provide in-line heater placement, if
used) as well as electrical plugs and con-
nectors. Electrical fires caused by marine
aquaria are split about evenly between
lighting and salt intrusion in heating
electrics. It is strongly recommended that
you mount your extensions vertically or
inverted (facing down) to prevent salt
entry, and even that you check and wipe
clean the wires on a monthly basis.

Keep and check your maintenance
log. Do you keep records of your aquari-
um activity? You should. Review your
written notes of when you acquired your
livestock and how much they have grown.
Do you have a photograph to compare
color patterns? Maybe you can add one
more organism. Record when you pur-
chase and replace gear and when it is to
be renewed (e.g., lighting lamps, bulbs
and ultraviolet lamps if you use UV).

More Than Monthly Intervals
Lighting. Fluorescent lamps, ultravi-

olet sterilizers, even metal halide bulbs
have effective lifetimes. Don’t be fooled
by their “apparent” luminosity (bright-
ness) as a measure of their function.
Once again, read and follow the manu-
facturer’s recommendations for rotation
or replacement of your lamps and bulbs.
In your log, or better still with a grease
pen mark on the fixture, record when
your lamps are installed. Most fluores-
cents are good for six months, but
longevity may vary depending on how
many hours they are on and the specific
make and model. Again, read the manu-
facturer’s recommendations regarding
the effective burn times and useful lifes-
pans of their products.

Cleaning and replacing decor. This
pertains particularly to the calcareous ele-
ments of the system. That is, the living
coral and shell skeletons, substrate for
gravel and filter media and live and non-
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live base rock that contribute to pH
buffering and biological filtration as a
function of their surface area and solu-
bility. Much of this buffering potential
is expended through use, as the tank
“ages” and when foods are processed.
Angular and easily soluble materials
diminish over time with a consequent
loss of alkalinity and a shorter benefi-
cial effect of water changes.

What to do? The aquarist can peri-
odically add, switch out and replace
some of these materials. After a year
or so, 10 to 20 percent more of this
calcareous material should be added
to or switched out for new. New live
rock can be placed over old, the exist-
ing gravel can be scooted over and a
new third added, or just add a few
pounds of it to your filter or sump.
This process also does a great deal of
good in replenishing and adding to
the dynamic equilibrium of your sys-
tem by reintroducing new organisms
found in and on the new material.

Other nonmechanicals. It is a good
idea to also check your plumbing, fit-
tings and valves for leaking and salt
creep (the build up and corrosive effect
of salt on fixtures, etc.). Replace dry-
ing, discoloring water and air hoses as
they greatly lose elasticity with aging.
I’ve witnessed whole systems lost for
want of a few dimes’ worth of tubing.

Also, if you use them, are your air
valves leaking? Many do. These can
almost always be patched up with a
little silicone grease.

Summary
All aquatic systems require routine

maintenance. The hallmark of a con-
scientious, organized aquarist can be
measured by how regularly those
activities that go into a decent mainte-
nance schedule are performed. There
is no need to run yourself ragged
though; make a list with time frames
for what needs to be done when, and
keep it with your aquarium log. Use
the list to record when you add or
remove livestock, make any behavioral
observations and buy new gear. Use
the above headings and periodicity to
formulate your own schedule, and
stick to it. Cleanliness is not sterility,
but your livestock and you will appre-
ciate the short time, homeostasis and
regularity that come with a systematic
approach to maintenance.

Bob Fenner is a well-known
hobbyist and the author of the
popular book The Conscientious
Marine Aquarist. He has spent most of his
adult life in the aquarium hobby and owns
and manages the popular website
www.wetwebmedia.com.

For complete
references,

visit
FFiisshhCChhaannnneell..
ccoomm//UUppkkeeeepp
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Because of its specialized nature, this wave tank requires the scheduling of
additional maintenance steps to ensure it is performing optimally.
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F
or many of us, the ideal coral reef evokes brightly
colored coral branches illuminated by sunlight
streaming through translucent water, with many fish
darting between the coral branches and nearby sea

fans. This kaleidoscope of shapes and colors is typically
associated with coral reefs in shallow, tropical waters.

Few people know that similar coral ecosystems live
quite happily under the darkest deep waters of the ocean.
But fishermen have long known about deep-sea corals,
because coral fragments often snarl their nets. Scientists
have been studying these oases of the deep with recent
technological advances in mapping and deep-water explo-
ration. Sadly, just as we are beginning to understand the

importance of deep-
sea coral ecosys-
tems, destructive
fishing practices and
ocean acidification
are threatening their
very existence deep
below the waves.

Respecting the Deep
This year is a special one for ocean advocates because

it has been designated as the International Year of the
Reef (IYOR). Oceana, a global ocean conservation organ-
ization based in Washington, D.C., continues to work to
protect deep-sea corals from bottom trawling and the rav-
ages of climate change.

Deep-sea corals are among the oldest animals on
Earth. They grow just a few millimeters each year and,
when undisturbed, live for thousands of years. Like shal-
low corals, deep-sea corals often form reefs and gardens
that serve numerous aquatic species, including fish, by
providing a safe haven. Deep-sea corals offer protection
from strong currents and predators, nurseries for young
fish, feeding areas, spawning areas, resting and breeding
areas. Unlike shallow corals, deep-sea corals lack symbiot-
ic algae and can survive at incredible depths that receive
virtually no sunlight.

Deep-sea corals thrive in swift currents and are typi-
cally found along edges of the continental shelf,
seamounts, undersea canyons and ridges. They take many

This deep-ocean soft coral
(Primnoidae family) is among many
species of coral threatened by
destructive fishing practices.

More than two-thirds of coral species reside in deep water, and many are threatened.

By Suzanne Garrett 
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forms. In some species, individual corals grow together to
form small bushes or fans. Other species form larger
colonies such as reefs. Deep-sea corals make up about
two-thirds of all coral species.

Importance of Deep-Sea Corals
Deep-sea corals are essential to the ocean’s health

because they help to preserve biodiversity and the long-
term survival of commercial and recreational fish species.
Rockfish, Atka mackerel, walleye pollock, Pacific cod,
sablefish, flatfish and other economically important species
in the North Pacific inhabit coral and sponge
areas. Areas such as the Oculina Banks, located
off the coast of Florida in the Atlantic, also sup-
port large numbers of fish, including grouper,
bass, jack, snapper, porgy and sharks. Scientific
studies corroborate fishermen’s observations
that the disappearance of corals impacts the dis-
tribution of fish and other ocean wildlife.

Beyond providing the foundation for some of the most
prolific ecosystems in the world, deep-sea coral communi-
ties may also be valuable to the pharmaceutical and
biotechnology industries. Recent discoveries reveal that

some corals contain medicinal properties valuable in pro-
ducing antibiotics, pain killers, and treatments for cancer,
AIDS, asthma and heart disease.

On expeditions using remotely operated vehicles
(ROVs), scientists have discovered that two-thirds of coral
species found in the world’s oceans live in deep or cold
waters. These deep-sea corals have been found worldwide,
from New Zealand and South America to Africa and
Europe’s North Sea.

In the U.S., deep-sea corals grow off every coast, from
Maine to Texas, Alaska to California and around the

Hawaiian Islands. However, most of the deep-sea corals in
U.S. waters have not even been discovered, let alone stud-
ied. As a result, they remain largely unprotected from a
variety of threats, including destructive fishing gear such as
bottom trawlers.

Bubblegum coral (Paragorgia sp.) include a
species of deep-water coral that is the largest
sea-floor invertebrate in the world.
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Scientists have discovered that
two-thirds of coral species ...
live in deep or cold water.

“
”
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The Bottom Trawling Threat
The practice of bottom trawling

involves using large, heavy nets that
drag along the ocean floor, leveling
everything in their path, including
fragile deep-sea corals and anemones,
and unintentionally catching a wide
swath of marine life.

The base of a trawl net can span
more than 150 feet in width and can
be lined with “rockhoppers” — heavy
rollers that are more than 30 inches in
diameter. The larger trawls can drag
over a half-acre swath with each pass
over an aquatic area, causing extensive
damage to the environment with even
a single pass. Mounting scientific evi-
dence shows that trawling is one of
the most destructive types of fishing
because it reduces overall habitat
structure and productivity.

Restricting bottom trawling in
complex habitats promotes sustain-
able fisheries. The issue is not whether
to stop fishing but whether to allow
use of a type of gear as destructive as
large roller and rockhopper trawls.
The same fish may be caught by hook
and line or by fish trap without caus-
ing the widespread flattening of habi-
tat or changes in species composition.

It is critical that the remaining pris-
tine areas of structurally complex habi-
tat be protected from damage by trawl-
ing gear. It is also possible that stop-
ping the practice of trawling in areas

that have already been altered would
allow for recovery. Protecting struc-
turally complex habitat would result in
a richer diversity of species, a healthier
marine ecosystem and more fish for
both fishermen and their customers.

The Specter of Acidification
While bottom trawling represents

a localized threat to deep reefs, ocean
acidification presents a threat to coral
reefs at all depths throughout the
world. Carbon dioxide emissions
affecting the world’s climate are also
harming its oceans. The ocean acts as
a natural “sink,” absorbing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere. As the
oceans absorb more carbon dioxide,
they become more acidic, and the
acidic waters break down the calcium
carbonate shells and skeletons of
many essential marine organisms.
More than 30 million metric tons of
carbon dioxide are absorbed by the
oceans each day. If the waters of the
oceans become acidic enough, calcium
carbonate will simply start to dissolve.

This is an introduction to ocean

Deep-ocean corals, such as this
Primnoa sp., act as habitat and refuge
for a number of species. These rockfish
feel secure amid the coral branches.
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Interconnected Oceans
The Gulf of Mexico is home to many deep-sea coral reefs and fish populations. They
grow off the coast of Texas and run parallel to the Gulf Coast. While these areas sup-
port deep-sea fisheries in the Gulf, they are also important to healthy Atlantic corals.
Coral larvae spend from several days to months suspended in the open ocean before
settling on a suitable surface and planting themselves in a stationary place. The lar-
vae from corals in the Gulf float on currents feeding into the Gulf Stream and flowing
up the Atlantic Coast. Oceana believes it is imperative to protect areas such as the
Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary, off the Texas Coast, because of its
role as a larval source, which will allow restoration of Gulf and Atlantic corals ravaged
by bottom trawling and climate change.
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These crinoids,
basket stars and
other corals reside
in the northwest
Gulf of Mexico.
Many North
American deep-
water corals are still
unknown to science.
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acidification; for a more in-depth
explanation, visit www.oceana.org/cli
mate/home/.

Ocean acidification affects all
corals. By the year 2040, all known
deep-sea corals could suffer under
marginal growing conditions. And by
the end of the century at least two-
thirds of all deep-sea corals could live
in corrosive waters. It is likely that
some deep-sea corals will be damaged
by corrosive waters as early as 2020,
resulting in a significant reduction in
growth rates well before then. If we
continue emitting carbon dioxide at
current levels, we will likely be respon-
sible for a huge die-off of corals before
the end of this century.

Faced with the possibility of coral
“osteoporosis,” or the degeneration of
coral growths, it is urgent that deep-
sea reefs are kept as ecologically
healthy and intact as possible while
addressing the leading causes of ocean
acidification. By reducing or even
eliminating localized threats such as
bottom trawling, we can improve the
resiliency of deep coral reefs. To best
protect the deep reefs, we need to
aggressively reduce bottom trawling
and cut our carbon emissions. You can
help by adopting energy-saving prac-
tices like those on the IYOR website
(www.iyor.org), choosing sustainably
fished seafood (download Oceana’s
seafood guide by clicking on the
“Living Blue” tab at http://communi-
ty.oceana.org/seafoodguide) and by sup-
porting Oceana’s global effort to pro-
tect corals.

Worldwide, more than a million
square miles of ocean floor have been
protected from destructive trawling,
including more than 700,000 square
miles of the Pacific Ocean, thanks to
efforts led by conservationists all over
the world, including Oceana’s team of
advocates and scientists. In 2006, fed-
eral legislation ensured more research
and protection of deep-sea coral habi-
tats. Oceana’s research catamaran, the
Ranger, has sailed the Mediterranean
Sea since 2005 to scientifically docu-
ment threats posed to coral reefs and
marine creatures.

The Ranger crew’s expeditions dis-
covered deep-sea corals off the coast
of Spain and documented areas
destroyed by trawling gear. Oceana’s

ABOVE: The devastation wrought on this section of the ocean floor by a fish-
ing boat’s trawling practices is complete. Pictured is a fragmented mass of
Oculina varicosa after a single trawling expedition passed through.

BELOW: Ivory tree coral (Oculina varicosa) can grow both in shallow waters
and at depth. When growing deep in the ocean, ivory tree coral lacks symbiot-
ic zooanthellae, is delicate and grows slowly.
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South American office is planning to
map and protect deep reefs off the
coast of Chile. During 2007 and 2008,
Oceana’s marine scientists have begun
in-depth research to alert policymak-
ers, business leaders and ocean-loving
members of the public about how cli-
mate change is threatening healthy
oceans. Oceana has also pressured the
Environmental Protection Agency to
require major reductions of green-
house gas pollution from large marine
vessels and aircraft.

Deep-sea corals may be out of sight
for most of us, but we should be mind-
ful of their essential role in protecting
the vitality of our oceans, especially for
future generations.

Oceana campaigns to protect and
restore the world’s oceans. Our teams of
marine scientists, economists, lawyers
and advocates are instrumental in win-
ning specific and concrete policy
changes to reduce pollution and to pre-
vent the irreversible collapse of fish
populations, marine mammals and
other sea life. For more information,
please visit www.oceana.org. For more
information about the International
Year of the Reef, visit www.iyor.org.

Suzanne Garrett works for
healthy oceans and dive sites as
dive program coordinator for
Oceana, an international marine conserva-
tion organization. Garrett earned her
Master’s degree in marine policy from the
University of Miami where her research
focused on shallow-water coral conservation.

Deep-ocean corals don’t just
occur at the equator. This coral
garden, filled with soft corals,
sponges and hydroids, is located
off the coast of Alaska.
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The vitality of the deep ocean is difficult for us surface dwellers to imagine.
This image of gorgonians, crinoids and various reef fish shows how much life
the deep ocean can support.
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conservation corner By Joshua Wiegert and Robert Rice

M
any aquarists experience
problematic algae as a
result of trapped debris in
their aquariums. This is

particularly true of aquariums that con-
tain many structures, such as live rock
in marine aquaria, rocks in African
cichlid tanks or wood and plants in the
planted aquarium.

Essentially, these areas trap and
accumulate organic debris, ranging
from leftover fish food and fish waste
to dead plant material, algae or even
animal remains. When things like
these remain in aquaria, they provide a
very localized source of nutrients that
result in a local growth of algae, or
more often, cyanobacteria. Eventually,
this growth may spread to other areas
of the aquarium, but its origin is in
this area of minimal circulation and
high nutrient load.

Aquaria Mirror Nature
Remarkably, this is not a feature

unique to aquaria. Correctly called
dead zones, these are areas where
rapid, heavy decay of organic material
occurs and oxygen levels are depleted.

As a result, many organisms cannot
survive in these dead zones.

These areas are somewhat devoid of
life. While the best-known examples
occur in marine environments, they do
occur in freshwater environments as
well. Information gleaned from both
sides of the hobby can provide invalu-
able data for wild conservation efforts.
In fact, this is an area where the hobby
has anticipated developing problems in
aquatic conservation.

Naturally occurring dead zones dif-
fer in one important way from dead
zones in aquaria: they can result in
actual areas that cannot support
aquatic animals. In aquaria, these zones
simply provide a nutrient pool for algae
growth, but if left unchecked, these
zones may cause some livestock to
experience stress or even death.

The term dead zone is kind of
inaccurate, especially considering these
areas contain quite a bit of life, but just
not anything you or I find desirable.
Ironically, dead zones may actually

support more life than they did before
the introduction of excess nutrients.

Causes of Oxygen Depletion
Dead zones are created when

wastes accumulate in an area at a rate
faster than they can be disposed of,
just as happens in our aquaria. After
the initial build-up of waste, bacteria
and algae bloom in vast numbers.
These then utilize all the available
oxygen, die, decompose and start the
cycle over again until equilibrium
occurs. This equilibrium occurs when
large numbers of anaerobic bacteria
are present in areas free of oxygen and
aerobic bacteria and algae occur else-
where — with little or no remaining
oxygen for other organisms.

If you want to see an example of a
dead zone for yourself, simply travel to
a local city park and visit the duck
pond. These are typically green pits of
water that one could almost walk
across. There may be some insects and
amphibians, which can gain access to

Enter the Freshwater Dead Zone
Identifying the problem in nature and in aquaria to find solutions.

Detritus is one of the main causes of water-quality breakdowns in aquaria.
Water changes and the removal of fish waste and other impurities are the best
methods of controlling this condition in aquaria.
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atmospheric oxygen, but the numbers
of fish and other animals with gills are
minimal or even absent. To compen-
sate for the lack of oxygen, these ponds
often use an aeration device such as a
fountain. Even so, they rarely support
any but the most adaptable of fish.

Environmental Causes
Dead zones can occur in flowing

water and very often near sewage treat-
ment plants. Most treatment plants
work like big wet/dry filters. The first
step is to separate the dirty water from
any heavy solid materials, along with any
bits of wood and other natural materials
that may have been swept in. From here,
the influent is processed by a variety of
means, depending on the municipality
responsible for processing the water.

Many areas make use of fluidized
bed filters, wet/dry media, etc. Tech-
nology for the aquarium is sometimes
adapted and upscaled for sewage facil-
ities and vice versa. The effluent passes
into a settling tank where waste is
removed once more. Then the water is
normally pumped out and into a natu-
ral body of water. The final effluent is
generally high in nitrate, phosphate
and other fertilizers.

The location of sewage plants was
at one time made obvious due to the
green cascade of water that came
pouring into their dump sites (you
might expect the smell to give them
away, but, since this is mostly aerobic
decay, there is surprisingly little smell).
Today, newer practices have evolved
that eliminate this, including an idea
adapted from the backyard pond: veg-
etative filters. Effluent is rushed
through an artificial wetland where
emergent plants absorb the nutrients.

Dead Zones in Fresh Water
Today, these dead zones occur in

two major areas when they are found
in fresh water: river mouths and sec-
tions of lakes or rivers where dump-
ing remains problematic.

These instances begin because of
nutrients introduced from a single
source, aka a single-point source. Sin-
gle-point sources are fairly obvious,
such as an industrial plant dumping
waste into the water.

Sources of pollution that are gener-
alized and do not come from a single
source — known as nonpoint sources
— can be a bit more insidious. Pollu-
tion from nonpoint sources occurs

conservation corner

Excess nutrients in this stream have created conditions that are favorable for
the growth of lots of hair algae, which can be seen just below the surface.
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conservation
corner

when an area, rather than a single
spot, contains excess nutrients. This
can range from a new housing devel-
opment that eliminated an important
wetland to a new shopping mall with a
large parking lot.

Aquarium Solutions
The conditions that lead to the cre-

ation of dead zones in the environ-
ment and in aquariums are numerous.
The basic culprit is the presence of an
excess of nutrients that are available to
biological agents, namely various bac-
teria and algae species. These organ-
isms will thrive in their new high-
nutrient homes while altering water
quality and reducing oxygen levels.

We already discussed how these
areas get their start in nature. This
high-nutrient condition can occur for
a number of reasons in the aquarium.
Poor water quality may be brought on
by excessive feeding, an accumulation
of fish waste or even the use of
replacement water with high levels of
nitrogen or other nutrients.

In the battle to combat environ-
mental dead zones, many techniques
familiar to aquarists have been used.
Similar methods should be used to
deal with the problem when it occurs
in aquaria. Make sure your filter is
working properly, vacuum your gravel,
remove uneaten food before it has a
chance to deteriorate and incorporate
aquatic plants into your setups. Most
of all, be sure to perform regular water
changes as part of a comprehensive
maintenance plan.

Robert Rice has been a free-
lance writer and stock trader for
17 years. A 20-year husband
and father of four, he has collected, fished
and hung out in three continents, eight coun-
tries and numerous mudholes. He is the
president of the Native Fish Conservancy.

Joshua Wiegert keeps a
number of aquaria dedicated
to native fish, including good-
eids, killies and any fish he’s not familiar
with. A former college math instructor, he
is pursuing a Ph.D. in aquatic ecology. He
is interested in preserving native fish
species in conjunction with the Native Fish
Conservancy.
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New Dipnetting Tricks
Umbrella netting and synthetic bait are but two new options.

the dipnetter Text and Photos by Vince Brach, Ph.D.

I
am always looking for new ways to
catch new and interesting fish and
invertebrates for my aquariums.
Because if you are like me, you

tend to get stuck in a rut with the
same old techniques. Notice that I
said “old” and not “tired, old.” The
standard methods — dragging a dip-
net through the weedy shallows, using
a kick net to corral fish that you have
stirred up with your feet, seining, trap-
ping and microangling — remain pro-
ductive and will never wear out.

But even the best tried-and-true
methods often fail in some circum-
stances. Many fish easily slip through
the meshes of a standard one-quarter-
inch or three-eighths-inch dipnet or
minnow trap. Trying to drag a dipnet
across a rocky or oyster-shell-strewn
bottom without hanging it up is an
exasperating experience.

Many small fish, such as darters
and gobies, are able to avoid dragged
nets by hunkering down in their bur-
rows or in the spaces between rocks.
Lastly, shrimp or flesh baits are fragile
and easily torn or stolen from the tiny
hooks used in microangling, so much
so that the hopeful collector often
spends more time rebaiting hooks
than catching fish. Consequently,
sometimes a new strategy is called for.

Umbrella Nets
On the Texas coast, many of those

who love to fish use a device called an
umbrella net to catch crabs. Umbrella
nets are handleless hoops of heavy
wire, usually 18 inches across with a
9-inch-diameter hoop inside, that are
strung with coarse 1-inch-mesh cot-
ton netting. These are suspended from
a tripod of heavy twine cords that are
attached by a ring to a single cord.

After baiting it with a piece of
chicken neck tied in the center, the
umbrella net is lowered into the water
and down to a likely spot and left for
about 15 minutes.

Catching crabs using an umbrella

net is easy. Once the net is in place,
the crabs are attracted to the bait and
climb into the net and sit around
gorging themselves. When the crab-
ber suddenly pulls the net up, the trap
rises all around and gives the crabs
nowhere to escape to.

Naked Gobies
After some months of little success

with other methods, I adapted the
umbrella-net strategy to a large stan-
dard aquarium dipnet and successfully
captured several specimens of the
naked goby (Gobiosoma bosci). For bait
I used a chunk of slightly spoiled pork
neck bone, which is very fatty and
proved attractive to many kinds of
marine life. Unlike a true umbrella
net, the aquarium dipnet I used has a
fine green mesh that makes it harder
for these shy fish to see.

I patiently waited for 15 minutes or
so with the net submerged in about 1

foot of water, while I crouched at the
ready nearby. I found that extending
the net handle with a 2-foot stick
helped, as these fish are very sensitive
to motion.

The best technique is to lift the net
quickly when you see small, dark
objects crossing over the blanched bait
(the water is usually too murky to see
the fish clearly). A fine-meshed
aquarium net is easily torn and usual-
ly lasts for only one outing.

Taking Gobies Home
Using my umbrella-net strategy, I

was able to catch several specimens of
the common but elusive naked goby.
In the aquarium, these small fish are
active and inquisitive. Ever on the go,
their behavior is strongly suggestive of
freshwater darters, but in addition to
scooting about on the bottom using
their pectoral fins as “hands,” they are
able to use their modified ventral fins

The author captured this naked goby (Gobiosoma
bosci) by simply placing some bait in an ordinary
dipnet, resting it on the bottom and then abruptly
pulling it up at the most opportune time.
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ESV

Calcium Hydroxide 4 lb $18.99
Strontium Chloride 16 oz $10.25
Calcium Chloride 800 gr $13.39
B-Ionic Conc. 2 gal $27.00
Potassium Iodine 16 oz $7.45
Magnesium 32 oz $8.50
Carbon 1 lb / 4 lb $10.95 / $25.95
Plankton 28 g $9.99

Kent

Superbuffer 1kg $10.99
SuperIodine 64oz $22.59
Strontium Molyb 64oz $24.79
Liquid Calcium 64oz $24.59
Coral Vite 64oz $37.99
Essential Elements 64oz $28.99
Tech M 16oz $7.79
Tech D 16oz $13.79
Iron 16oz $8.49
Nitrate Sponge 2qt / 4qt $8.99 / $14.29
Phosphate Sponge 1qt / 2qt $11.99 / $21.49

Rio Pump/Power Heads

600 200Gph $14.00
1400 400Gph $23.99
1700 642Gph $28.99
2100 692Gph $31.99
2500 748Gph $37.99
3100 999Gph $49.99

Wave Makers

Wave Master Pro $129.99
Sea Swirl 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”$149/$159/$189.99

Protein Skimmers

Excalibur SV100 $119.99
Excalibur SV200 $179.99
Excalibur HO100 $119.99
Excalibur HO200 $220.99
Aero Foamer 624 $499.00
Aero Foamer 630 $549.00
Aero Foamer 648 $679.00
Aero Foamer 824 $599.00
Aero Foamer 830 $649.00
Aero Foamer 848 $749.00

Calcium Reactors

K2R up to 450 gal $329.00
Knop HD Up to 750 gal $575.00
Reg with elec Solenoid $149.00
P. H. Monitor $83.99
P. H. Controller $115.99

Specials

175W 10K German Halides $75.00
175W 12K Halides $75.00
250W 10K German Halides $104.00
Wave Master Pro w/3 Rio 600’s $170.00

Free shipping on supplies over $150.00
Must be under 25 lbs and not oversized
Fluorescents minimum purchase of three

Salifert Test Kits

Nitrite 50 tests $15.99
Nitrate 50 tests $15.99
P.H. 50 tests $9.99
Oxygen 40 tests $15.99
Phosphate 60 tests $15.99
Calcium 50-100 $15.99
Alkalinity 100-200 $9.99
Iodine 40 tests $25.99
Magnesium 50 tests $16.99
Strontium 40 tests $25.49
Organics 50 tests $24.99
Silicate 60 tests $17.99

SpectraPure RO Units

SP RO 25 GPD $96.00
SP RO 60 GPD $113.00
MPRO 15 GPD $145.00
MPRO 25 GPD $145.00
MPRO 60 GPD $155.00
MPRO DI 15 GPD $219.00
MPRO DI 25 GPD $224.00
MPRO DI 60 GPD $239.00
CSP RO DI 15 GPD $279.00
CSP RO DI 25 GPD $289.00
CSP RO DI 60 GPD $299.00
New Liter Meter Doser $269.95

Kent RO Units

Bare Bones 24gpd $134.00
Full Size Clear 24gpd $170.00
Full Size Clear 50 gpd $190.00
Maxima Clear 24 gpd $210.00
Maxima Clear 50 gpd $240.00

VHO Bulbs URI w/Reflectors

24" Actinic $17.00
24" Actinic White $21.00
36" Actinic $20.00
36" Actinic White $21.00
48" Actinic $21.00
48" Actinic White $23.00
60" Actinic $26.00
60" Actinic White $27.00
72" Actinic $30.00
72" Actinic White $31.00

Metal Halide

5500K 175W $47.00 USA
6500K 175W $69.00 USA
14000K 175W $103.00 German
5500K 250W $50.00 USA
6500K 250W $60.00 Japan
6500K 400W $63.00 Japan
10000K 400W $109.00 German

Ice Cap Ballasts
Fluorescent

430 320W $155.00
660 440W $179.00

Metal Halide & Fluorescent 
Deluxe Aluminum w/all Bulbs including Fluorescents

Size MH175 Fluorescent Price VHO
2' 1 2-2' 20W ea. $380.00 $424.00
4' 2 2-4' 40W ea. $495.00 $570.00
5' 2 2-4' 40W ea. $530.00 $630.00
6' 3 2-4' 40W ea. $659.00 $730.00

RetroFit Metal Halide &
Fluorescent 
All Bulbs included

Size MH175 Fluorescent Price VHO
2' 1 2-2' 20W ea. $300.00 $330.00
4' 2 2-4' 40W ea. $399.00 $449.00
5' 2 2-4' 40W ea. $409.00 $489.00
6' 3 2-4' 40W ea. $560.00 $649.00

Metal Halide & Compacts
Deluxe Aluminum, All Bulbs included

Size MH175 Compacts Price
2' 1 2-55W $416.00
4' 2 2-55W $639.00
5' 2 4-55W $649.00
6' 3 4-55W $859.00

RetroFit Metal Halide &
Compacts
All Bulbs included

Size MH175 Compacts Price
2' 1 2-55W $299.00
4' 2 2-55W $405.00
5' 2 4-55W $530.00
6' 3 4-55W $625.00

Power Compacts

24" 2-55 Retrofit, ABS $145.99, $229.99
36" 2-96 Retrofit, ABS $250.99, $334.99
36" 4-55 Retrofit, ABS $289.99, $390.99
48" 4-96 Retrofit, ABS $460.99, $495.99
48" 4-55 Retrofit, ABS $299.99, $409.99
60" 4-96 Retrofit, ABS $470.99, $589.99
72" 6-96 Retrofit, ABS $649.99, $799.99

Ice Cap VHO 
Lighting Systems

24" 2 bulbs 75W ea (150 Watts) $230.00
24" 3 bulbs 75W ea (225 Watts) $255.00
24" 4 bulbs 75W ea (300 Watts) $288.00
36" 2 bulbs 95W ea (190 Watts) $230.00
36" 3 bulbs 95W ea (285 Watts) $269.00
36" 4 bulbs 95W ea (380 Watts) $320.00
48" 2 bulbs 110W ea (220 Watts) $228.00
48" 3 bulbs 110W ea (330 Watts) $278.00
48" 4 bulbs 110W ea (440 Watts) $325.00
60" 2 bulbs 140W ea (280 Watts) $245.00
60" 3 bulbs 140W ea (420 Watts) $295.00
60" 4 bulbs 140W ea (560 Watts) $465.00
72" 2 bulbs 160W ea (320 Watts) $245.00
72" 4 bulbs 160W ea (640 Watts) $485.00
Systems include Ice Cap Ballast, Mounting plate, German 3
piece End Caps, Fluorescent Lamps w/internal Reflectors and
6'Wiring Harness with Quick Disconnect. Assembly Required.
Acrylic Mounting Brackets included.

Visit Us Online  @ http://www.coralsandsupplies.com/

Hamilton Light Fixtures

Other Manufacturers Available
Aero Foamer, Aqua UV, Aqua Logic, Aquarium Systems, Carib Sea, CPR, Delta Star, Dolphin, Eclipse, Eco System, Eheim, ESV, Excalibur, Fluval, Gen X, Hamilton, IceCap, Iwasaki,
Iwaki, Kent, Knop, Mag Drive, Magnum, Mardel, Milwaukee, Natures Ocean, Octopus, OSI, PFO, Rio, Rolf Hagen, Salifert, Sea Swirl, Sea Test, Spectrapure, URI   

1-888-550-3311
We accept Visa, MaterCard, Discover and American Express.
Hours: Monday - Friday 12-8pm  Saturday 12-6pm Sunday 12-4pm(CST)

847-584-0255
Fax Orders

847-584-0250
I n q u i r i e s
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as suckers and attach themselves to
the sides of the aquarium.

Unlike darters, naked gobies can
quickly adapt to flake foods. They
have the additional advantage of being
quite euryhaline, meaning they are
able to almost stand fresh water (my
“estuary tank” has a specific gravity of
1.005) as well as straight seawater.

Naked gobies show a surprising
range of shading that goes from
almost black to a pale purple and gray
with light bands. Since these little fel-
lows like hiding places, I outfit their
tank with several large seashells that
they can use as miniature caves.

Microangling
The short persistence of natural

baits on the hook is a problem well-
known to anglers. This problem
becomes more serious when using tiny
trout-fly hooks baited with bits of
shrimp or oyster to catch aquarium
specimens in saltwater.

Most carnivorous fish are instinc-
tively expert at “shucking” a crus-
tacean to get at the meat inside and
will extract the meat from any shell —
and hook — in short order.

Revolutionary Product
Fishbites (www.fishbites.com) are a

line of new synthetic baits on the mar-
ket that hold promise for microan-
glers. They are plastic-prey replicas
that are soaked in an extract of fish or

shrimp. They smell like fermented
Asian fish and shrimp sauces and
draw fish like bees to honey.

Fishbites come packaged in plastic
zip pouches of dry precut wedges that
are available in several different fla-
vors, such as crab, clam, sandworm
and shrimp, and in four different col-
ors. The baits consist of an attractant
embedded in slow-dissolving strips
that contain a tough inner layer of
cheesecloth. These strips will often
stay on the hook for several catches
and may last for 20 minutes or more.

To use one of the Fishbite products
in microangling, tiny bits need to be
cut from the individual strips with a
pair of scissors. My preliminary results
with the shrimp-flavored baits suggest
that baby grunts, spadefish, croakers
and gobies may all be caught with this
new addition to the aquatic natural-
ist’s arsenal.

I am also investigating whether or
not Fishbites can help induce some
reluctant feeders in the aquarium to
start feeding, possibly allowing their
conversion from live prey to more
readily obtainable foods.

the dipnetter

Vince Brach, Ph.D., has
been an aquatic naturalist and
aquarist since the early
1950s. He earned his B.S. in biology at the
University of Southern California and his
Ph.D. at the University of Miami, Coral
Gables. He currently teaches high school
biology and chemistry in Tyler, Texas.

This is a typical haul when the
author uses his aquarium net as an
“umbrella net” to capture wild fish
and invertebrates for his aquariums.
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Expert Advice       Largest Inventory      Low Price Guarantee
BlueLine HD-series

Feature high head pressure, low noise, and superior
reliability. Includes a full 3-year parts and labor 
guarantee.  All seal free bearings and magnetic
drive for 10+ years of usable life.  
No seals to leak!
Models from 480-2000 gph
in stock!!

20 HD
30 HD
30 HDX
40 HD

480 gph
590 gph
1110 gph
790 gph

Compare to Iwaki and save!!

Sequence-REEFLO
Energy efficient, 
Heavy Duty Abrasion 
Resistant Silicon-
Carbide Seals.  
REEFLOaquarium 
dedicated pumps 
feature quiet TEFC 
motors, UV resitant

housing, low heat transfer, and stainless steel fasteners.
Dry run resistant. 3 year warranty. Made in the USA..

Pumps from 3200-9000 gph
available, up to 84 ft head!!
REEFLO Dart
REEFLO Barracuda
REEFLO Hammerhead
REEFLO Manta Ray
REEFLO Tiger Shark

Tunze

The quietest pumps
we’ve ever seen.

6060
6080
6000
6100
6200
6300

1600 gph
2250 gph
1850 gph
3175 gph
5283 gph
7925 gph

NanoStreams coming soon!
Many more Tunze accessories in stock.

We also inventory pumps from all of these famous brands!

Gen-X  Little Giant  GRI  Rio  SEN
Iwaki Supreme Sedra Reef-Filler CAP
Ocean Runner Eheim Hyperflo Dolphin

Always stocking Loc-Line Modular Pipe, True Union Ball Valves, Clear Check Valves and many more pump accessories.

40 HDX
55 HD
70 HDX
100 HD

1270 gph
1100 gph
1750 gph
2000 gph

3600 gph
4500 gph
5800 gph
5200 gph-pumps to 55’
5200 gph-pumps to 84

Call Toll Free!! 800-673-7822

Velocity
T1
T2
T3
T4

540 gph
650 gph
800 gph
1200 gph

SEIO
620
820
1100
1500
2600

620 gph
820 gph
1100 gph
1500 gph
2600 gph

Low heat transfer. High flow rate.

Visit us 24 hours a day!
www.championlighting.com

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

We’ve 
got ‘em!!

Over 180 different
models in stock!!

Let us help you pick your new
pump.  We’ve been sizing
pumps for hobbyists and 

professionals for 
over 20 years.

Champion Lighting & Supply
291 North Main Street

Ambler, PA 19002
800-673-7822

sales@championlighting.com

Pumps?

New SURE GRIP
Magnetic Pump 
Holders now in stock!
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sand mail
unwanted algae becomes a major
problem. Also, vacuum as much of the
substrate as possible. Do a very thor-
ough cleaning job on your aquarium.
And in the future, when your tridac-
nids spawn, remove all of the spawn-
ing clams and place them in a holding
tank until they cease spawning. Once
they are finished spawning place them
back in the main system.

— BG

Clam Follow-Up
Thank you so much for the fast

reply. My big T. squamosa died the day
after I e-mailed you about my prob-
lem. I had put another small clam in
before I sent you the letter, and it did
not last through the night.

I suspected the spawning was the
culprit and you confirmed it. I hate
losing one of my animals. And they
say an aquarium is a stress buster. Ha!

I go into stress mode if I even think
something is going wrong. I’m doing
water changes of 8 gallons a week.
Should I do water changes more than
once a week?

— Sharon Moore

Regarding your water changes, I
would recommend changing 15 percent
of your water once each week for the
next four weeks. If possible, vacuum the
sandbed once during this period,
preferably right before a water change,
as the new water can replace what was
vacuumed out. I hope this helps you
get back on the right track.

Here is another clam book you
should have: Giant Clams in the Sea
and the Aquarium by James Fatherree.

— BG

Siphon Fix
I have enjoyed reading all of your

books. I have also had the pleasure of
listening to you a few times at Brook-
lyn Aquarium Society meetings. I
have what seems like a fairly simple
problem, but unfortunately I can’t
seem to come up with a solution.
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Reliable Test Strips

Fluidized Bed Filters

AquaStep® UV Sterilizers

Automatic
Fish Feeder

Mechanical, Chemical, Heater & UV Modules

Advanced Filtration Kit

QuietOne® Pumps for wet or dry use

from

Pentair Aquatics
Advanced aquarists choose 
from a proven leader in product 
innovation, performance and
satisfaction.

Website: www.pentairaquatics.com   Email:info@pentairaquatics.com

If tridacnids such as these are to
survive after a spawning event, you
must perform a very thorough clean-
up on your aquarium. Perform a
water change and vacuum as much
of the substrate as possible after one
of these events. 
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I have a homemade sump (a 40-
gallon breeder tank) with three cham-
bers that I based on an EcoSystem
Method refugium. In the first cham-
ber, I’m starting to accumulate a lot of
detritus, and I can’t seem to figure out
a good way to remove it.

The sump sits too close to ground
level to siphon the detritus out. I’ve
thought about using a Python siphon
hooked up to my faucet or a diatom
filter, but I was hoping for an easier
method to solve this problem. Any
information would be appreciated.

— Barry Herzner,
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Ah, New York — my old home-
town! I’ve heard of similar problems
from some fishkeepers who have sys-
tems too low or at floor level to ade-
quately begin or keep a siphon going.
In each case, I suggested using very
long, flexible, clear plastic tubing with
a narrow diameter, possibly as long as
6 feet, if need be.

Once you have this tubing, begin by
placing one end at the pile of detritus
in the aquarium that you wish to
remove, and after a few deep breaths,
place the other end of the tubing in
your mouth. Then, pull enough water
into the tube to get it over the side of
the aquarium by drawing some of the
air in the tube into your mouth. By
using a clear tube you can see the flow

and stop it before it enters your mouth.
This is easily done by placing a finger
over the opening in the end of the tube.

Place this end of the tube into a
large container, something with a large
surface area, yet with a low height. If
feasible, place the end of the tube into
the end of a garden hose that winds its
way out of the house and to a lower
receptacle, either outside the house or
in the basement. It may have to be

repeated to get all that needs to be
removed. Keep a few cold ones on ice
just in case a mouthwash is needed!  

— BG

Bob Goemans is a fixture in
the hobby, with more than 50
years of experience in keep-
ing aquariums. He is a well-known author
on marine and reef aquarium topics and
an active contributor to FAMA and the
hobby literature.
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PURE WATER BY REVERSE OSMOSIS from
BACK TO NATURE FILTRATION

3837 CEDARBEND DR.
GLENDALE, CA 91214

          Offi ce (818) 248-7133 
 or cell (818) 298-7105
 backtonaturefi ltration.com

          Check our monthly specials!
          (misting systems and drinking
            water RO systems in stock)

 • lowest prices and best quality on systems and parts since 1986
 • complete CTA and TFC systems from $99 (DI & meters too!)
 • Expertise you won’t fi nd with our competitors (we will gladly 

refurbish or upgrade any RO to 150 gpd for a reasonable price)
 • Lowest prices on prefi lters, membranes, and quantity buys
 • Systems from 10-10,000 gpd for fi sh, plants, and humans
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Invertebrate Propagation, Part 1
Success is in reach if you learn the basics of invert reproduction.

reef notes By Vincent Hargreaves, Ph.D.

T
his “Reef Notes” only deals
with animals from five of the
invertebrate phyla. These five
groups contain those that can

be termed ornamental reef inverte-
brates rather than the microscopic
forms. I provide a general outline of
sexual and asexual reproduction. I will
also detail the breeding and reproduc-
tion of sponges and soft corals. In part
two, appearing in the January 2009
edition of FAMA, I will cover the
reproductive capabilities and tech-
niques of stony corals in detail.

From the Beginning
Many aquarium magazines often

provide information regarding the
respective reproductive cycles of
invertebrates. I consider it appropriate
to list and describe the ways in which
the hobbyist can successfully breed
and propagate most of these animals
in a home aquarium, with mariculture
know-how and up-to-date techniques
aquarists are using at the moment.

The list contains many endangered
species and those under CITES con-
trol. Today, most corals (e.g., the
majority of stony corals) are easy to
propagate in aquaria. However, the
water quality must be excellent. In
contrast, many of the species that are
ubiquitous on coral reefs are difficult
to breed. These include the arthro-
pods, such as crabs and shrimp, and
the echinoderms, which encompasses
sea stars and sea urchins.

Before an analysis is made about
which invertebrates offer the best
chances for propagation success in an
aquarium, we must first consider the
ways that these creatures reproduce.

Unlike fish — which may be livebear-
ers, mouthbrooders or egg layers, with
the eggs being laid on the substratum
or dispersed in the water — inverte-
brate animals are somewhat different
in their reproductive strategies.

Survival Strategies
There are many species belonging

to numerous groups of creatures, and
each of these has its own special way,
or sometimes various ways, of repro-
ducing to ensure the continuation of
the species. The basic rules are simple.
Because these reproductive methods
can be categorized, the potential reef
invertebrate breeder stands a better
chance of success when equipped with
this knowledge.

At this stage, the reef hobbyist only
needs to know the ways that these
invertebrates can reproduce. Then,
armed with this information, the reef
hobbyist can make a first attempt at
propagating reef invertebrates.

Sexual Reproduction
As a general rule, sexual reproduc-

tion occurs in three forms: internally,
externally or at random. To clarify
this, internal reproduction means that
the fertilization of the eggs occurs
within the body or colony of one of
the parent creatures. External repro-
duction takes place with eggs being
laid or ejected within a colony or on
the substratum. These are subsequent-
ly fertilized by the male or by the
same animal if it is a hermaphrodite.

Random sexual reproduction can
be referred to as the impersonal form
of sexual reproduction, or better yet,
broadcast spawning. In broadcast
spawning, eggs and sperm are scat-
tered into the ocean currents at ran-
dom, often in massed aggregations of

Coral anemone colonies are often formed asexually through pedal laceration,
which is the usual form of reproduction within this group.
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Random sexual reproduction can
be referred to as the impersonal
form of sexual reproduction, or bet-
ter yet, broadcast spawning. ”

“
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a particular species at a certain time of
the day or year. In other cases, a
broadcasting of eggs and sperm into
the surrounding water may or may not
coincide with the phases of the moon.

Asexual Reproduction
This takes many forms and is the

key to success with invertebrate prop-
agation at the moment. The aquarist
has the opportunity to propagate var-
ious sponges, most soft corals and
gorgonians, some of the stony corals,
coral anemones (mushroom corals and
polyps), zoanthids (button polyps)
and several sea anemones.

Many of these animals or colonies
are expensive to import and some are
classified as endangered species. It is
up to the reef aquarist to try to repro-
duce these successfully so that the
pressure on our natural resources is
reduced to a certain degree.

Fragmentation
The word fragmentation, or frag-

ging as it is sometimes known, is com-

monly used by aquarists to mean the
mechanical separation of colonies or
larger pieces of coral and sponges into
smaller sections for continued culture.
There are many species that do this
naturally. Asexual reproduction, in all
its various forms, takes place in the
form of fragmentation.

In addition, if a creature becomes
damaged through wave action or
storms, then the smaller pieces that
have separated from the main body of
the animal may regenerate, each
forming a new creature. This often
happens with sponges, corals, zoan-
thids and sea stars.
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Invert Reproduction Strategies
PHYLUM METHODS OF REPRODUCTION

Porifera (sponges)
Sexual with larval development
Asexual fragmentation

Cnidaria (soft corals)
Sexual (by various means) 
Asexual within the colony (by various means)

Stony corals
Sexual (often mass spawning)
Asexual within the colony

Coral anemones
Sexual (usually within the colony)
Asexual (by various means)

Zoanthids
Sexual (broadcast spawning)
Asexual (lateral budding or fragmentation)

Sea anemones
Sexual (by various means)
Asexual (usually by vegetative propagation)

Arthropoda (crustaceans) Sexual (eggs often carried by thoracic legs) 

Mollusca (mollusks)
Sexual (by various means) 
Hermaphroditic reproduction

Echinodermata (sea stars)
Sexual (usually mass spawning)
Regenerative fragmentation

Sea urchins Sexual (mass spawning)
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Pedal, or Basal, Laceration
This is probably the most common

form of asexual reproduction so far as
the aquarist is concerned. It is com-
mon with some soft corals, coral
anemones and true sea anemones.
Usually, the movement of the animal
across the substratum causes small
fragments to be left behind, and these
eventually grow into identical clones
of the parent colony.

Asexual budding in the form of
basal budding is also a form of pedal
laceration. This occurs when an
anemone buds new polyps from the
basal muscle.

Asexual Budding
Budding in this form is normally

restricted to coral anemones and true
sea anemones. Here, a clone polyp
usually buds from the margin of the
oral disc and eventually breaks away to
settle on the substrate. In rare cases,
asexual budding may take place from
the tip or base of a tentacle.

Transverse Fission
In rare cases, a coral anemone will

extend its basal column upward into
the current, adopting a long and slen-
der form that is twisted and turned by
the water movement. Eventually, part
of the animal will twist and break
away to be carried by the current to a
new site, where it continues to grow.

Longitudinal Fission
This is one of the most frequently

seen forms of asexual cloning. Sea
anemones and coral anemones will
often divide into two or more daugh-
ter polyps by splitting through the
oral disc down to the pedal base. A
form of longitudinal fission frequently
occurs with soft corals, particularly
Nephthea, Xenia and Sinularia spp.

Manual Fragmentation
As long as this method is practiced

with care, many ornamental inverte-
brates can be propagated by taking
cuttings and placing them elsewhere
in the tank or even in another aquari-
um. To do this the aquarist needs
some tools of the trade, including 1)
coral cement or underwater epoxy
resin; 2) cyanoacrylate gel, aka Super
Glue (must be the gel, not the usual
thin glue); 3) tin snips or side cutters
(for stony coral branches); 4) a sharp
knife or box cutter; 5) sharp scissors;
6) zip ties (those used as handcuffs);
7) nylon fishing line and 8) assorted
rocks on which to fix the frags.

Fragging for Fun and Profit
Before my readers start chopping

up their precious invertebrates, they
should give a little thought as to what
is going to be fragmented or what ani-
mal they intend to frag. Many species
will not survive this procedure.

reef notes

Soft corals, such as this Xenia sp., may reproduce by fragmentation. This means
that aquarists may propagate these species using fragging techniques.
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The Reef Aquarium Volume Three: Science, Art, and Technology
The New Testament in reef keeping is The Reef
Aquarium Volume Three, written by J. Charles
Delbeek and Julian Sprung, authors of the books
considered bibles by reef aquarium hobbyists
around the world.

The Reef Aquarium Volume Three: Science, Art, and
Technology provides the most thorough description
of the science behind the creation of a captive reef,
and critically reviews and explains the different
philosophical approaches to reef aquarium design. It
describes existing and emerging biological and
chemical filtration techniques, new lighting options
and design parameters, pump selection, efficient
plumbing design, water movement devices,
electrical system designs, and backup power supply
systems. It illustrates the existing as well as
emerging technology used to build reef aquariums,
to help guide the selection of equipment, its proper
use, and installation. In addition, whole chapters are
dedicated to such topics as calcium and alkalinity
maintenance, foods and feeding, and routine
maintenance and disease treatment.

While science and technology afford the blank
canvas and tools to build a suitable life support
system, a reef aquarium is not simply a product of
scientific knowledge and technology. The plants,

animals, and of course the aquarist provide the final
ingredient, art. This art involves the system design as
it relates to the living space, the aesthetic appearance

of the display, its ease of maintenance, safety, and
functionality. This book provides a wealth of
information regarding aquascaping techniques,
which combine art, biology, and physics; and
invaluable information regarding plumbing,
pumping, electrical systems, and other aspects of

the aquarium design that combine art and
engineering. Lastly, this book offers a global
perspective of the benefits and potential
environmental impacts of the marine aquarium
hobby, the challenges for its future, and possible
new directions in the hobby.

A whopping 680 pages of essential information
that is sure to inspire anyone involved with or
contemplating a reef aquarium. The Reef
Aquarium Volume Three is the essential manual
for all reef aquarium hobbyists, professional
aquarists, and coral reef researchers who study,
create, and enjoy coral reef ecosystems in the
confines of an aquarium.

Published by Ricordea Publishing and
Distributed by Two Little Fishies, Inc. 
4016 El Prado Blvd. Coconut Grove, Florida
33133 USA.  Tel: (+01) 305.661.7742
www.twolittlefishies.com

Two Little Fishies Inc. 
Learn, Imagine, Create

Copyright © 2005 Two Little Fishies, Inc. 

™
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Some soft corals, such as Sinularia
and Dendronephthya spp., will die if an
attempt is made to take a cutting from
them. Manually fragmenting sea
anemones, coral anemones, sea stars,
crustaceans and sea urchins is also out
of the question.

What is really intended is the frag-
mentation of large invertebrates by
manual intervention to produce off-
spring, and this can only be done with
sponges, most soft corals, gorgonians
and stony corals.

Growing these fragments into
small, independent colonies can be
very rewarding. It can also be prof-
itable because many dealers will
accept young homegrown coral
colonies in exchange for other items.
Also, many aquarium societies con-
duct regular frag swaps where frag-
ments may be traded or sold.

So before you go and hack your
precious inverts to pieces, please read
the next edition of “Reef Notes,” in
which I’ll provide further guidance.

reef notes

TM

REVOLUTIONARY PUMP TECHNOLOGY 
FOR REEF AQUARIUMS. 

LESS PUMP MAKES FOR A BETTER VIEW.

• LOW-PROFILE DESIGN: Focus on what matters – your coral & fi sh

• WIRELESS COORDINATION: Control multiple MP40w 
 units right out of the box – no extra equipment to buy

• CUSTOMIZABLE FLOW: Wave and current programs included

•  EASY SET-UP: Quick installation and cleaning

• LOW ENERGY: Safe, low-heat, eco-friendly design

• PEACE OF MIND: Available battery backup

WHAT ARE  YOU 
LOOKING AT?
Experience the award-winning 
VorTechTM MP40w

®
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Vincent B. Hargreaves, Ph.D.,
who was born in York, England,
in 1947, became one of the
pioneers of the tropical marine aquarium
hobby in the United Kingdom. His first book,
The Tropical Marine Aquarium, was pub-
lished in 1978. He has amassed more than
3,000 hours of diving experience and is an
avid coral reef conservationist. He holds a
Ph.D. in marine biology.

This unidentified sponge is growing
well on some live rock.
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Toll Free Customer Service
1-888-874-0001
1-786-343-2000

We have managed to keep our hands wet for over a 
decade. Now, we want to share with sea lovers how 
beautiful this world is, so welcome to our online store and 
check out our incredible specials on Corals, Fishes, 
Inverts, Clams and Live Rock.

Customer service and satisfaction are our top priorities, 
what defines us from any other company providing this 
service? The fact that we love what we do!  And our 
commitment is to help you build your ocean dream.

www.MarinesGardens.com

p y y

GIFT CERTIFICATE

$200

Enter to win a
FREE $200
Gift Certificate 
of Live Goods 
*Raffle Day: Nov 1
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Discus Breeder Spotlight
Pay a visit to two accomplished discus breeders in Singapore.

discus in depth Text and Photos by Tony Silva

I
anxiously anticipated my return to
Singapore after having spent
many days in Indonesia and
Malaysia. As I passed through

Changi Airport in Singapore, I felt
revitalized. That night I would sleep
in luxury after having stayed in very
primitive accommodations in some of
the remoter parts of Indonesia that I
visited. The highlight to come, how-
ever, would be the next day, when I
would visit two famed discus breeders.

Ivan Seah
Ivan Seah is young, soft-spoken

and very friendly. He began keeping
tropical fish at the age of 10 and was
introduced to discus in 1995. He was
awed by their circular body shape and
graceful movement, and his love affair
with discus is still strong to this day.

A Singaporean friend, Steven Lin,
made arrangements for me to visit
Seah’s breeding facility, and once I
met Seah I felt as if we had known
each other a long time. He was wel-
coming and eagerly showed me his
fish, which are of the highest quality
one can imagine.

When I arrived at his small but

immaculately clean facility, Seah was
performing water changes, taking the
water level down so that perhaps only
10 percent remained. The discus
would lay almost on their sides in the

small volume of remaining water. Fil-
tered, aged water was then used to fill
the tank. This method is common in
Asia and undoubtedly contributes to
the health and size of the discus.

From left to right, Cristobal Garcia, discus breeder, the famous discus breeder
Chai Koon Seng and “Discus in Depth” columnist Tony Silva.
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Seah’s operation contains a
grow-out or pairing room and a
breeding room, which is kept
locked. Inside I saw multiple
pairs, each kept in a relatively
small tank of about 15 gallons.
The tank size seems unimpor-
tant because of the massive
water changes performed and
because the water quality is excellent.
The fry are allowed to remain with
their parents until they are large
enough to be moved to their own
accommodations.

Seah specializes in red passion dis-
cus, a form he developed. This strik-
ingly colored red fish was produced by
pairing a female red-brown discus
with a golden discus male. Only 24 fry
were produced from this crossing. As
the young matured, some displayed a
reddish color with a yellow base.
Selective breeding was then carried
out to stabilize the color and produce
a more coveted red-eyed fish; the orig-
inal offspring had orange eyes. The
strain was fixed and introduced to the
world at the 2001 Aquarama show,
where the fish won the second prize
in the solid red-brown category.

Chai Koon Seng
I met Chai Koon Seng at his retail

store, where discus are the only species
for sale and the supplies he sells are
geared specifically to discus hobbyists.
His fish are also of extremely high
quality, as evinced by his winning the
2002 Grand Championship at the dis-
cus show in Germany. This trophy and
others from other competitions are on
display in Seng’s store.

Discus of many sizes were on dis-
play, including breeding pairs. Some
were in the process of spawning, tend-
ing wigglers or rearing fry. When pairs
spawn the eggs are covered in a mesh,
which was evident in some of the
store’s tanks.

I was also shown a small breeding
room behind the retail operation
where albino forms were kept. Discus
such as the albino, albino turquoise,

discus in depth

Ivan Seah has produced some beautiful discus in his day, including this gor-
geous pair of white peacocks.

Asian breeders
have taken giant
strides in discus
breeding.

“
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albino royal blues and others filled the
aquariums. The fish displayed great
color and health, again because of fre-
quent and large water changes.

Singapore Innovations
Frequent water changes, a lack of

interest in wild discus (except occasion-
ally to introduce new bloodlines) and
copious feedings of bloodworms were
evident in both breeders’ facilities.

Bloodworms, considered by many
in the United States to cause constipa-
tion, are an important dietary compo-
nent in Singapore. They replace
Tubifex worms, which were the main
food when I visited Singapore discus
breeders in the 1980s. The Singapore
breeders scoff at claims of constipation
and find bloodworms an excellent and
readily accepted food item.

Asian breeders have taken giant
strides in discus breeding. During the
1970s, breeders in the United States
produced the cobalt blue, powder blue
and turquoise forms that dominated
the aquarium scene with colorful young
discus. That changed in the 1990s, and
Asian breeders took the top spot, pro-
ducing what still seems like endless
new mutations. Recent discus varieties
range from the Marlboro red to the
pigeon blood, ghost, blue diamond,
yellow and others. Rest assured, new
strains will continue to surface.

discus in depth

Tony Silva has kept and bred
discus for more than 30
years. His interest in discus
has taken him to Brazil, Peru and
Colombia, where he has observed discus
in their native habitat. He has met with
aquarists from Australia to Zimbabwe to
exchange information and ideas.

BEITAL’S AQUARIUM SALES
AND SERVICE

WITH THIS AD AT OUR 
SHOWROOM ONLY

Purchase any fresh- or 
saltwater fish, receive 
the 2nd one at 1/2 Price

We also sell: Emperor Aquatic UV
Sterilizers • Remora Skimmers 
• Worldwide Imports Live Sand 
• Current USA Lighting Hoods 
• Hamilton Technology Lighting
Hoods  & Bulbs • Eheim Canister
filters at discount prices

BEITAL’S EXOTIC AQUARIUMS
(20 minutes north of NYC)
(845) 735-2300 ph 
(845) 735-0209 fx

M-F /9 a.m. – 5- p.m., Sat/11a.m. – 5-p.m.,
Sun./11a.m.- 4 p.m.

One of New York’s largest
aquarium service companies

➣ Buy direct from the manufac-
turers of custom glass aquarium
and reptile enclosures

➣Large selection of rare and
exotic freshwater fish including
stingrays

➣Over 8,000 gallons of
marine fish and invertebrates
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Expert Advice       Largest Inventory      Low Price Guarantee
BlueLine HD-series

Feature high head pressure, low noise, and superior
reliability. Includes a full 3-year parts and labor 
guarantee.  All seal free bearings and magnetic
drive for 10+ years of usable life.  
No seals to leak!
Models from 480-2000 gph
in stock!!

20 HD
30 HD
30 HDX
40 HD

480 gph
590 gph
1110 gph
790 gph

Compare to Iwaki and save!!

Sequence-REEFLO
Energy efficient, 
Heavy Duty Abrasion 
Resistant Silicon-
Carbide Seals.  
REEFLOaquarium 
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Call Toll Free!! 800-673-7822
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We’ve 
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Over 180 different
models in stock!!

Let us help you pick your new
pump.  We’ve been sizing
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Ambler, PA 19002
800-673-7822

sales@championlighting.com
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Magnetic Pump 
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M
yanmar has a number of
endemic fish that are
found nowhere else and
that are suitable for

tropical aquaria. There are also fish
that naturally occur in Myanmar
but are found in other countries
too. Because most rivers flow
through multiple countries, some
fish are widely distributed. The
thick-lipped gourami is such a fish.
It is found not only in southern
Myanmar but in many parts of
India as well.

In the wild, its preferred habitat
is slow-moving or still bodies of
water that include lakes, ponds,
swamps and streams. During the
hot, rainy monsoon season, this fish
is found in flooded rice paddies too.

The thick-lipped gourami is an
anabantoid and comes equipped
with a labyrinth organ. This spe-
cialized organ allows the fish to
take in oxygen directly from the air
every time it comes to the surface
— which is important for a fish
that frequents warm, low-oxy-
genated waters.

Natural History
Thick-lipped gouramis belong

to the Osphornemidae family and
are scientifically known as Colisa
labiosus (Day, 1878). They had been
known as Trichogaster labiosus.

The wild-type thick-lipped
gourami is a laterally compressed,
deep-bodied, oval-shaped fish.
Males can grow to 4 inches, while
females stay a little smaller. The
male has a dark brown back and a
silvery blue throat and belly. Its
reddish brown flanks are transversed with a series of paral-
lel, vertical turquoise stripes. The long-based dorsal and
anal fins extend over two-thirds of the body and are suf-
fused with turquoise with a marginal brown edge. The anal
fin is pale turquoise, and the threadlike ventral fins are
orange. Females are less-colorful fish and have muted red-
dish brown flanks and a lighter barring pattern. A male-
female pair make a handsome couple.

A color morph of these fish is the sunset thick-lipped
gourami. Sunset males can become chocolate brown during
spawning; females stay golden brown. Sunset gouramis are
smaller than the original wild-type fish and not as pretty.

Sexual Dimorphism
Thick-lipped gouramis can be a bit shy. The males are

less aggressive toward females than species from the Tri-

Thick-Lipped Gouramis
Another variety of these popular fish that’s hardy and easily bred.
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popular freshwater tropicals Text and Photos by Iggy Tavares, Ph.D.

One of the threadlike ventral fins is visible on this male thick-lipped gourami 
(Colisa labiosus). Not only are these specialized fins used for touching and feeling
objects in the tank, but it is speculated that they may also serve as the equiva-
lent of a gourami handshake.

Once female thick-lipped gouramis spawn and lay eggs, they have no further
doings with their future progeny. The males protect the eggs and raise the fry.
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chogaster genus. As a result, it is possi-
ble to maintain pairs of thick-lipped
gouramis in aquaria, while with
gouramis from the Trichogaster genus
it is advisable to have at least two
females to every male to dilute the
male’s aggressive tendency.

Most of the farm-bred thick-
lipped gouramis that come into Lon-
don (author’s home) are fully colored-
up subadults, making distinguishing
the sexes on color alone highly feasi-
ble. Additionally, the male’s dorsal fin
end is slightly longer and ends in a
point compared to the rounded end
of the female’s dorsal fin.

Myanmar Biotope Setup
A pair of thick-lipped gouramis

may be a little shy when first intro-
duced to the previously set up Myan-
mar biotope tank (“Popular Freshwa-
ter Tropicals,” FAMA, October 2008).
Now well-established, my planted
Myanmar biotope tank has a nice
selection of plants, such as low-grow-
ing Cryptocoryne wendtii and C. lucens
as well as taller species, such as Rotala
wallichii, R. rotundifolia and
Hygrophila angustifolia. Here the
gouramis can take refuge among the
plants for a little while, but seeing the
shoal of Devario browni swimming
out in the open and acting as dither
fish encourages them to show them-
selves more.

The larger gouramis do not seem
to trouble the devarios or the mainly
bottom-dwelling panda garras already
inhabiting the tank. It is interesting to
watch the gouramis explore their sur-
roundings by extending their thread-
like ventral fins to touch and feel
objects. It is thought that these fins
may also be extended as a kind of
greeting among gouramis.

Tank Conditions
Water in this aquarium is near neu-

tral (pH 7.0) and on the softer side if
possible (5.0 to 10 dH), while water
temperatures should be maintained at
70 to 77 degrees Fahrenheit with a
heater. Water quality is important and
is easily maintained with an external
canister filter coupled with regular,
partial water changes. The canister fil-
ter also provides the essential water
current for this biotope aquarium.

1) How deep is the Gulf Stream off
the coast of Florida? A. 100 feet,
B. one-half mile, C. All the way to
the bottom, D. 1,000 feet.

2) The banded butterflyfish has
how many bands?

3) What is convergent evolution?
Provide an example of convergent
evolution in fish.

4) Will dwarf cichlids spawn if no
rocks are available?

5) Barbs, danios, rasboras and
the rest of the cyprinid family have
teeth either only on the top or only
on the bottom of their mouths.
Which is it?

6) Why would an aquarist harvest
Caulerpa from a reef system?
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Feeding
Thick-lipped gouramis will happily

eat good-quality flake food that is
offered two or three times a day. In the
wild, the natural diet of these fish
include aquatic worms and crustaceans
as well as some algae. It is important
to offer them a varied diet in captivity,
which is easily done with today’s read-
ily available, freshly frozen blood-
worms and brine shrimp. Live foods

such as Daphnia and mosquito larvae
can also be offered and are relished by
all the fish in this setup.

Breeding
A healthy, well-fed male and

female thick-lipped gourami pair liv-
ing in a fairly quiet, well-planted
aquarium should spawn. The obser-
vant aquarist will notice the male
gourami building a bubblenest at the

water surface in one corner of the
aquarium over a period of several days.
The male’s silver throat and belly will
darken at this time too. Attaching a
spray bar can dissipate the water cur-
rent in the aquarium from the return
pipe and preserve the bubblenest.

The male courts the gravid female
whenever it can by approaching and
flashing its ventral fins, which will be
inevitably followed by a chase. The
tank’s plants offer the female plenty of
cover to hide from the male, especially
if the female is not ready to spawn.

Eventually, spawning does take
place under the bubblenest. The
female approaches the male, the male
curves its body around the female’s
and turns the female upside down,
which results in the male being draped
over the female. The pair stays
entranced in this embrace for a few
seconds before breaking apart. After a
few dummy runs, the female releases
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This thick-lipped gourami represents
the sunset color morph. Sunset
males may become chocolate brown
during spawning.
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popular freshwater tropicals

The male
gourami is the
sole custodian
of the eggs
and does its
best to keep all
other fish away
from its nest.”

“
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Fast Fish Fact

There are two species of wild freshwater angelfish: Pterophyllum altum and P.
scalare, which species are these? 
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some eggs, and the male releases milt
to fertilize them. The eggs float
upward and are deposited in the nest
by the male. Spawning embraces are
repeated until the female is depleted
of eggs and is then chased away by the
male from the nest.

Daddy Daycare
The male gourami is the sole custo-

dian of the eggs and does its best to
keep all other fish away from its nest.
The eggs should hatch within a day or
so, and the male tries hard to keep the
wriggling fry in the nest, returning any
that fall out immediately to the nest.

As soon as the fry become free-
swimming, they quickly fall prey to the
other fish in this community aquarium.
In order to raise fry, it would be best to
set up a separate spawning tank.

Thick-lipped gourami fry need
infusoria found in green water as a
first food. After a few days this can be
supplemented by tiny amounts of
finely powdered flake food. After a
week at the free-swimming stage, they
should be able to take newly hatched
brine shrimp and then larger foods as
they grow. For good, even growth, the
fry should not be crowded and need
high-quality water, bigger tanks and
good-quality food.

Conclusion
A male and female thick-lipped

gourami make a beautiful pair of fish
that are hardy and relatively easy to
breed. The wild-type fish has brilliant
coloration compared to the sunset
strain, which has a more uniform
color. Thick-lipped gouramis are read-
ily available and only cost about $10
here in London. The thick-lipped
gouramis with their interesting habits
are definitely to be recommended.
They add color and variety to our
community aquaria.
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Iggy Tavares started keeping
fish more than 40 years ago
when he caught some wild
guppies in an African stream. Although
interested in all aspects of fishkeeping, his
passion is breeding cichlids. He also enjoys
writing about his numerous experiences
and is an enthusiastic fish photographer.

popular freshwater
tropicals
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1) B. The Gulf Stream, a warm cur-
rent of water located in the ocean,
is caused by the rotation of the
Earth. This current brings pelagic
eggs from the southern reefs to
places like New Jersey, where trop-
ical species show up during the
summer months. It is generally one-
half mile deep and 40 miles wide.
By the time it gets to Nova Scotia it
spreads out to 250 miles wide. 

2) One of the most common butter-
flyfish, the banded butterflyfish is
the only one with four bands. These
fish travel in pairs and prefer shal-
low water.

3) Convergent evolution is the
process where relatively unrelated
animals that occur in different parts

of the world develop similar forms,
colorations or other traits. This is
generally thought to happen
because of environmental similari-
ties. Fish that are examples of con-
vergent evolution include the long-
nose butterflyfish and the foxface,
as well as the royal dottyback and
the royal gramma.

4) No. Dwarf cichlids will spawn
only when there are protective
rocks for their eggs. Most breeders
use a clay flowerpot turned on its
side to simulate this in aquaria.

5) The characteristic cyprinid fish
has a small number of teeth that
occur in one to three rows on the
lower mandible.

6) There are two good reasons for
harvesting Caulerpa from reef sys-
tems. It grows so quickly that it can
cover corals and anemones and
should be removed. Also, the fast-
growing plants are using excess
nitrogenous waste material to
grow. Removing the Caulerpa will
remove the waste as well.
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T
he outdoor pond can be as sim-
ple as turning a half barrel into
a water feature or as ambitious
as the imagination is endless.

To most aquarists, no pond is complete
without an ode to our old friend the
goldfish, whose lazy movements com-
plement the warmth of summer. So, I
thought that we would outline goldfish
care outdoors, through summer and
into wintertime. William T. Innes
wrote much about wintering goldfish.
Almost every fall for 30 years he
included something on the topic in his
magazine. Therefore, my approach has
come about by mixing little pieces of
his wisdom with the 21st century.

Back to Basics
It seems that goldfish are enjoying

new attention these days. They are
competing with koi for a spot in back-
yard ponds and other creative garden
pools. Unlike koi, goldfish are slow
moving and peaceful animals, which
grow to a size that is perfect for the
large puddles many affectionately call
“ponds.” Maintenance is needed in
small ponds just like it is in the aquar-
ium. Food, water changes and quality
filtration are all important factors in
the animal’s continued good health.

In fact, water changes are of greater
importance outside during the heat of
the summer months. The problem
that plagues little ponds is green water,
which is a variety of algae. In itself,
green water is harmless. In fact, once
upon a time aquarists thought it held
medicinal properties. Today, fish farm-
ers often seed their ponds with sheep
manure to develop green water in an
effort to feed Daphnia and other small
insects that, in turn, feed the fish.

Green water is also an excellent first
food for extremely small fry. However,
to the backyard gardener, who is trying
to create a picture-perfect paradise,
pea-soup-colored water is less than
ideal. There are many algaecides on
the market that range from chemicals

to barley straw packs to help eliminate
this nuisance. You may cringe at the
thought of pouring chemicals into
your pond, and who could blame you?
After all, fish do not live in chemicals,
they live in water! So what are you
supposed to do?

Dealing With Green Water
An antiquated approach to the

problem is to simply add plants. We
find this can be most effective. Water
lettuce or duckweed can scrub the
water of the nutrients that the green
water needs to survive. However, if
you have experience with green water,
you know that it can be quite impos-
sible to remove once it has a hold.
That has not changed since the begin-
ning of pondkeeping. So what do you
do without reverting to chemicals?

There are two effective remedies.
One is older than the hills and the
other is a modern weapon in the war
on green water. The first is admittedly
simple but you know the old saying:
KISS — keep it simple stupid.

Because of the small size of most
ponds, they can be easily flushed by
performing a large water change.
Algae need three things to live: light,
phosphates and nutrients. It is impos-
sible to control the light levels or phos-
phates, but you can eliminate the
nutrients that feed algae by simply
flushing them out of the pond.

Caution needs to be exercised in
this regard, as sudden temperature
changes can shock and kill your fish.
The best way I have found to do this
in a gradual manner is to allow your
water hose to drip into the pond
overnight. For quicker treatment, you
can remove the goldfish, flush the
miniature pond, allow the water tem-
perature to rise overnight, and then
release the fish back into the pond.
Back in Innes’ time, this is what they
would have done.

Modern Solutions
Even low-watt UV lights can

achieve drastic results in the fight
against green water. Ultraviolet lights

timeline Text by Lovel and Joy Tippit

The Outdoor Pond
Save your fish, and yourself, from the cold with this useful guide.

The author’s goldfish vaca-
tion inside during the cold
northern winter.
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Guaranteed Live Arrival
877-465-2401 Mwww.SeahorseSource.com

True Captive Bred Seahorses
kuda
erectus
zosterae
ingens

barbouri
abdominalis
breviceps

dry goods
foods

cultures
medications

Mystery Fish
(answer below)

Spiny Pleco
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can range in price from $50 to hun-
dreds of dollars, and they come in
many shapes and sizes. Although it is
beyond this column’s scope to com-
pare one unit to the other, they all
work best if positioned after the filter
and just before the water re-enters the
pond. In simple language, the UV
light kills algae or any living organism
when it enters its protected chambers
with radiation. Although that sounds
scary, they are very safe to use and are
a worthwhile investment for any
aquatic gardener.

Wintering Your Fish
Here are some older but still neat

ideas for wintering your fish, with the
simplest of these being a 55-gallon
plastic drum set in a basement, garage
or even buried in the ground to just
below the frost line. The water must
not be allowed to freeze so the use of
a fast-moving bubbler is necessary.
Moving water doesn’t freeze.

Even here in Michigan’s below-
zero winters, a barrel that has been
planted in the ground will house a few
comets through the long, cold north-
ern winter. The use of a common
tapped aquarium plumbed into a sink
is also an old standby. With a constant
drip of water you can house a lot of
large fish in a smaller tank. Using this
method, I kept 15 huge moors in a 20-
gallon breeder for the winter, but they
sure were happy to see a pond again.
While on the subject of moors, some
goldfish do not need to be brought in
at all; moors and comets are on that
list. However, calicos, pearly scales,
blushers, bubble eyes and any of the
more delicate strains need inside quar-
ters for the winter.

Well friends, spring is nearly here,
and soon we will be back out there
playing in our gardens and ponds. So
get those seed and pond catalogs out
and start dreaming.
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PATENT PENDING

AAs Care Free As a Pet Can Be!

ACTUAL SIZE IS 8" x 8" x 3"

TO ORDER CALL 1.888.9.AQUABLOCK

OR VISIT WWW.THEAQUABLOCK.COM
2 7 8 2 2 5
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■ WE CARRY ALL YOUR AQUA BLOCK NEEDS
■ NO FILTERS, NO PUMPS, NO MESS
■ REMOVABLE BACKINGS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Lovel Tippit began in the
hobby more than 30 years
ago. Lovel and Joy once
owned a pet shop and fish
hatchery, and they have a
large antique aquarium book
and magazine collection.
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PRIME CURED
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#

Fast Fish Fact

African Rift Valley lake cichlids tend to be
much happier in Rift Valley lake setups.
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Store Fish Merchandising Systems

• STARPHIRE GLASS  •  Bent Glass
• Sumps, Refugiums, Terrariums and Much More

DEALERS WANTED

CALL TOLL FREE FOR QUOTES
1-877-444-6711

w w w . c o n c e p t t a n k s . c o m

Fast
Fish
Fact

When building a reef community it is
absolutely critical that all of the fish,

corals and other invertebrates are
compatible with one another.
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JoesJuice ......................................................115 
(203) 972-7477
Korallin ............................................................15 
(714) 456-9979
www.baysideaqua.com
Lifereef Filter Systems ..................................74 
(303) 978-0940
www.lifereef.com
Magnavore Company LLC ..63, 90, 109, 116, 118 
(608) 270-2297
www.magnavore.com
Marine Depot ....................................12-13, 117 
(714) 385-0080
www.marinedepot.com
Marine Garden ................................................97 
(888) 874-001
www.marinesgardens.com
Marine Technical Concepts Inc ..........109, 114 
(201) 444-7165
www.marinetechnical.com
Marineland ......................................................41 
(800) 322-1266
www.marineland.com
MCU Research ..............................................117 
(800) 397-3760
www.mcuresearch.com
Microbe-Lift ................................................9, 50 
(800) 645-2976
www.microbelift.com
Modularhose.com ........................................115 
(800) 759-2839
www.modularhose.com
Naturbac ........................................................101 
(800) 584-4621
www.Superbac.com
Ocean Nutrition ............................................103 
(800) 483-4631
www.oceannutrition.com
Omega Sea Ltd ........................................11, 75 
(888) 204-3273
www.omegasea.net

Pacific Coast Imports Inc ..............................69 
(503) 982-6700
www.pacificcoastimports.com
Pentair Aquatics ............................................88 
(800) 628-8771
www.pentairaquatics.com
Pet Solutions ..................................................29 
(800) 737-3868
www.jackspets.com
Poly-Bio-Marine Inc........................................71 
(610) 404-1400
www.poly-bio-marine.com
Precision Marine Systems ..........................113 
(888) 825-6716
www.precisionmarine.com
Premium Aquatics ..................................25, 113 
(317) 895-9005
www.premiumaquatics.com
Pro Salt ..........................................................107 
(866) 983-0006
www.ProSalt.com
Python Products Inc ....................................116 
(414) 355-7000
www.pythonproducts.com
Quality Marine ................................................35 
(800) 565-1942
www.qualitymarineusa.com
Red Sea ..........................................................31 
(888) RED-SEA9
www.redseafish.com
Reef Fanatic ....................................91, 102, 109 
(877) 614-5388
www.reeffanatic.com
ReefGeek Inc ..................................................64 
(866) 295-9230
www.reefgeek.com
ReefresH20 ......................................................52 
(877) 275-6369
www.reefresh2o.com
Ruby Reef ........................................................47 
(443) 405-3558
Saltwaterfish.com ........................................108 
(772) 462-0203
www.saltwaterfish.com
Seachem Laboratories ..................................C3 
(888) SEA-CHEM
www.seachem.com
Seahorse Source ..........................................113 
(772) 462-2401
www.seahorsesource.com
TAAM Inc ........................................................17 
(805) 383-3566
www.riopump.net
That Fish Place/That Pet Place ........49, 51, 53 
(888) THAT-PET
www.thatpetplace.com
Tom Aquarium ..................................................7 
(866) 422-2738
www.cacpet.com
Tradewind Chillers ........................................116 
(760) 233-8888
tradewindchillers.com
Two Little Fishies Inc......................................95 
(305) 623-7695
www.twolittlefishies.com
Underwater World Enterprises ....................127 
(310) 670-1502
www.uwwe.com
UV Lighting Corp ..........................................111 
(800) 435-7779
www.uvlco.com
Vasca Aquarium Supply Co ..........................80 
(866) 629-8122
www.vascaaquariumsupply.com
Zero Edge Aquarium Corp ..........................110 
(630) 295-8770
www.zeroedgeaquarium.com
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ARIZONA

ARIZONA AQUATIC GARDENS — Lowest prices.
Superior quality; bogs, lillies, lotus. Huge selection. Call
(520) 742-3777, or visit our fantastic and informative;
www.azgardens.com

CALIFORNIA
EXOTIC AQUARIUM — Over 500 tanks of fresh, salt-
water fish, corals, African cichlids and imported
Japanese koi in stock. Largest selections of fish tanks,
aquarium supplies, reef tank lighting and equipment.
Best prices in town. 6643 Franklin Blvd., Sacramento,
CA 95823; (916) 422-7266; Fax: (916) 422-7267;
http://exotic-aquarium.com

FRESHWATER LIVESTOCK
FISH IN THE BAG INC. — Import, export, transship
and wholesale live marine and tropical fish. 1210
W.134th St, Gardena, CA 90247; (310) 329-0883; Fax:
(310) 329-3878; thefishinthebag@yahoo.com

CONNECTICUT

GEORGIA
ARTEMIA FOOD — Adult brine shrimp in 3 to 4 weeks.
Nutritious, odorless, easy to use formula. 215
Piedmont Ave. Suite 2009, Atlanta, GA 30308. (404)
825-4447. Details at; www.xoscientific.com

JUST MARINE FISH — “If we don’t have it, we can get
it.” Rare/exotic/saltwater. Live arrival guaranteed. Visit
our online stores; www.justrarefish.com

ILLINOIS
UPSCALE AQUATICS — The best selection of quality,
net caught quarantined marine fish, corals, clams,
inverts, live rock, sharks and rays. Full line of equip-
ment supplies. Direct importers of the world’s most
exotic fish and inverts. Custom aquarium design &
construction, wet/dry filters, reef sumps, skimmers,
built to order. (815) 439-3342, 15412 South Route 59,
Plainfield, IL 60544, units-104, 106, 108.

AQUATICA INC. — We carry a full selection of inverts,
corals, cured live rock and supplies. Specializing in
show size marine fish and sharks (bonnets, etc.), for
the large aquarium enthusiast. Experienced staff on
hand to answer all your questions. Check out our new
freshwater expansion for 2008. (708) 633-REEF
(7333); 16649 Oak Park Ave., Tinley Park, IL 60477;
www.aquaticatinleypark.com

BEYOND THE REEF — Your marine aquarium special-
ists. Over 4,000 gallons of saltwater fish, inverts,
corals & live rock from around the world, tanks &
stands, dry good supplies and a complete line of high
tech equipment including filters, skimmers & lighting.
Weekly fish & coral shipments. (847) 885-REEF (7333)
205 W. Golf Road., Schaumburg, IL 60195. Visit us at;
www.beyondthereef.org

LIVING SEA AQUARIUM — One of Chicago’s largest
selections, over 6,000 gal. of marine fish, inverts &
tropical fish. Shark feeding in our 2,000 gal. Shark
Lagoon Sat. & Sun. at 2:00 p.m. 811 W. Devon Ave.,
Park Ridge, IL 60068. Near O’Hare Airport. (847) 698-
SALT. www.livingseaaquarium.com

OLD TOWN AQUARIUM — Chicagoland’s premier
aquatic & reef specialty store!! Featuring tridacna
clams, Indonesian corals, premium live rock, FW oddi-
ties and lots of aquatic plants. If you’re looking for the
rare and unusual — you just found it! Custom installa-
tions and prof. service “#1 Chicago Magazine,” 1538
N. Wells St., Chicago, IL 60610. (312) 642-8763.

CAPTURE THE SEA — (708) 444-7614. 8010 W. 171st,
Tinley Park, IL. #1 aquatic specialty store. Saltwater
and freshwater fish. Corals. Live rock and rare &
unusual species. Custom designed tanks. Expert staff.

IOWA
AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT — Your one-stop aquari-
um shop. Specializing in exotic corals and saltwater
fish. High-end equipment. (563) 445-3687. www.
aquaticenvironment.com

LOUISIANA
FINEST SALTWATER SELECTION — Plus exotic fresh-
water. Tenecor acrylic aquariums. Live corals. Eheim.
Aquatic Specialties, 2109 33rd St., Kenner, LA; (504)
443-1576; www.aquaticspecialties.com

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON AREA AQUARIUM SHOP — Quality freshwa-
ter tropical fish, saltwater fish, invertebrates and live
coral. Lovely Pets, 69 Parking Way, Quincy, MA 02169;
(617) 786-1898; www.lovely-pets.com

MICHIGAN
TROPICORIUM INC. — Michigan’s largest marine
reef store — 50,000 gallons, home of the 9 for $99
(plus shipping). Tank raised corals from our farm
shipped in the U.S. only. (734) 782-2622. 9-5 EST;
www.tropicorium.com

MISSISSIPPI
CRYSTAL REEF AQUARIUMS — Over 5,000 gallons of
marine and FW fish, plants, inverts, corals and live
rock. Custom tanks, cabinets, lighting, supplies, frozen
foods and high tech equipment at great prices! Over
30 years experience. Open 7 days a week. (601) 296-
0500. 560 Weathersby Rd. #210, Hattiesburg, MS
39402. www.crystalreefaquariums.com

NEW JERSEY
ALLQUATICS — 4,000 sq. ft. of fresh- and saltwater
fish, corals, African cichlids, discus, koi, plants, aquar-
ium and pond supplies. Custom setups, installation
and maintenance of aquariums and ponds. 3048 S.
Broad St., Hamilton, NJ (Mercer Co) just outside of
Trenton; (609)-888-3311; www.allquatics.com

THE FISH TANK — Aquatic superstore! 14,000 gal-
lons; freshwater and saltwater fish. Large selection of
coral, live rock, cichlids and koi. Offering installation/
maintenance. Open seven days. 249 Route 46 West,
Saddle Brook, NJ 07663. (201) 909-0199; www.
TheFishtank.biz

NEW YORK
CARIBBEAN FOREST — Saltwater fish specialists.
Largest selection in the Finger Lakes region for live
rock, corals, invertebrates and fish. Saltwater only.
New custom woodshop for cabinets, stands, canopies
and entertainment centers. 24 Bursen St. (corner of
Culver & Norton), Rochester, NY. (585) 342-5510.

NEW WORLD AQUARIUM — 204 E. 38th St., NYC.
(646) 865-9604. Manhattan’s premier source for
marine fish, inverts, FW fish, plants and African cich-
lids. Huge selection of aquariums, servicing & instal-
lation. Oceanic, Tenacor, Eheim, MTC, CPWR. www.
newworldaquarium.net

SUFFOLK COUNTY FISH AND REEF — Fish, pond and
aquarium distribution center. Largest fish room on the
East Coast. Complete maintenance staff and fleet to

Go Fish

©

Specializing in Tropical and Marine Fish,
Coral, Livestock, Reptiles & Supplies.

Installation and Maintenance Available. 

100% Quality Guaranteed. 
Mention this ad and get 10% discount. 

227 East Main St., Boston Post Rd.,
Clinton, CT 06413 

(860) 664-9888; Fax: (860) 664-9889
Catalog available. www.gofishllc.com

Aquariumand Reptile
s

Cichlid Lovers Tropical Fish
Huge Selection of Quality African Cichlids. We ship almost 

anywhere in North America. Credit Cards & Paypal accepted.

520-881-6662
www.cichlidlovers.com

See website for current stock list and prices.

ALL ADS MUST INCLUDE 
ADDRESS OF RETAIL PET SHOP

The cost of advertising in the
Pet Shop Directory is as follows:

❏ 6 months @ $110  

❏ 12 months @ $200

(per 6 lines) 

Closing Dates: By the 5th day of the month, 
2 months prior to issue date (i.e., March 5th for

May issue April 5th for June issue, etc.)

Mail to: FAMA Pet Shop Directory

P.O. 6050, Mission Viejo, CA 92690

Visit us Online at 

www.fishchannel.com
Visit us Online at 

www.fishchannel.com
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BUSINESS
AQUARIUM SUPPLY COMPANY — Specializing in
equipment for every type of aquarium from the 
professional to the novice. Visit; www.aquarium
supplycompany.com

MARINE PLANTS — Lettuce (Ulva), fans (Udotea),
brushes (Penicillus), cactus (Cymopolia), www.sea
horseworld.com; (305) 823-1266. Collectors and 
shippers since 1965.

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
AQUARIUM MAINTENANCE — As a small business.
Low start up cost, great potential. Send for your book
on how to get started today! Send 29.95+3.95 s&h to
Tradewinds Books, P.O. Box 117, Waterford, CA 95386;
tradewindsbooks1@aol.com

CLUBS
GEORGIA BETTA BREEDERS ASSOCIATION — Meets
the 2nd Saturday, 1:30 to 4:30 of odd numbered
months. Those interested in bettas are welcome. For
information or location see our discussion group. Call
Dick Houston at (770) 926-7147; http://groups.msn.
com/GeorgiaBettaholicsGABBA

EMPLOYMENT
TROPICAL FISH IMPORTER — Seeking experienced
handling/caretaking/sales persons for LAX/MIA loca-
tions. Good pay/benefits. Fax resume to; (310) 375-
0252; jobs@dolphin-int.com

FOOD
DRY FOOD AND FROZEN FOOD — Marc Weiss prod-
ucts, select fish videos and more. We have Mike
Reed’s “Miracle” Food and no BS fry food. For informa-
tion or ordering, send SASE to: Dept. FD, M. REED
ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box 1930, Sutter Creek, CA 95685;
mreed@mreed.com; www.mreed.com

LIVE FOOD STARTER CULTURES — Different species,

fast service. Information, send SASE: L.F.S. CULTURES,

P.O. Box 607, University, MS 38677; (662) 236-4687;

www.LFScultures.com

KOI FEEDS — Floating and sinking pellets, large krill,

micro-particulate diets, specialty flakes and frozen

brine shrimp. (800) 303-7914; info@brineshrimpdirect.

com; www.brineshrimpdirect.com

FRESHWATER LIVESTOCK

DISCUS-DISCUS — Fifty color varieties to select from.

Shipped overnight to your door. About 2 1/2 inches in

size. Call (425) 483-3729 to order, or mail SASE to:

Discus, 20103-174 Ave. NE, Woodinville, WA 98072.

Photos, visit our website; www.macsdiscus.com

DISCUS — Over 40 varieties available, 200+ tanks

with discus in stock. Wild stock to the latest strains.

Huge discount aquatic foods and supplies. Plants, ple-

cos, rainbows, tetras, etc. available at great pricing.

Live delivery guaranteed. (812) 333-7999; visit

www.rfidiscus.com to check out our monthly specials.

SHOW GUPPIES — by Int’l Fancr Guppy Assoc.

“Guppy man of the year” — Do not be fooled by novice

hobbyist ads! Most colors: Albinos, German, Japanese

+ many more. SASE: DR. FRANK CHANG, 33 Creek Rd.,

#120, Irvine, CA 92604; ftchang@walla.com; (714)

692-3192.

LIGHTING

ULTRA SUN, CORAL SUN — Ocean sun, flora sun,

tropic sun, reef sun. Zoo Med’s aquatic lighting line has

something for every aquarium. Get German-made lin-

ear T-8 lamps that output more lumens while using

less wattage than standard fluorescents and are effec-

tive for up to 10,000 hours. Call (805) 542-9988, or

visit www.zoomed.com; Please see our display ad in

this issue.

OPPORTUNITIES

HOME-BASED BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY — Inter-

national health-based products company. No invento-

ry, minimum start up. Call toll free: (888) 634-0914,

mention FAMA; www.brucevp.usana.com

FOR SALE — Aquarium Maintenance Business/Shop.

12yrs in business. Business increasing yearly. Last

©

From Fishes to Riches
The aquarium maintenance industry is booming! 
Now’s your opportunity to cash in and make a
lot of money from a hobby you already enjoy. 

By installing and maintaining aquariums, 
I’ve had annual deposits over $325,000. 

The Aquatech Tropical Fish business plan will
guide you from start-up to success. 

Go To:

www.mytropicalfishplan.com

DIRECT FROM ORGINAL U.S.
BREEDER. Select stock only.
Healthy, vibrant, live delivery
guaranteed. Blue and Gold
German Rams. Many exotic
Rainbow Fish, Blue Eyes, rare
Labyrinth fish, Electric Blue
Crayfish and other Oddballs.

©

www.oddballfish.com

readers exchange

your home or office. Saltwater, freshwater, live rock,
coral. Over 60 years experience with no attitudes.
2402 Ocean Ave, Ronkonkoma, NY 11741. (631) 467-
FISH; www.suffolkcountyfishandreef.com

MARINE OASIS — Western NY’s oldest marine spe-
cialty shop. The best selection of quality fish, inverts
and equipment. We now also carry freshwater fish and
pond supplies. If it’s aquatic, we got it. Special orders
welcomed. 5340 Ridge Rd. W., Spencerport, NY 14559.
(585) 352-8718, Fax: (585) 352-8348. Visit; www.
marineoasis.com

PENNSYLVANIA
THE HIDDEN REEF NEW LOCATION — Area’s largest
aquarium superstore. 7000-sq.-ft. fishroom with over
25,000 gallons of fish. Live corals, inverts, live rock,
saltwater fish, African cichlids, discus, koi, plants,

goldfish and pond plants. Rare saltwater fish available.

Authorized Eheim, IceCap, Hamilton Lighting, Marine

Enterprises, Kent, JBJ Lighting, Iwaki, Magnavore,

CPR, Emperor Aquatics, Brightwell Aquatics & UV light-

ing distributor. Lowest on salt. 4501 New Falls Rd,

Levittown, PA 19056. (215) 269-4930, (215) 269-4940;

Fax (215) 269-4573; Sales@thehiddenreef.com; Order

online; www.thehiddenreef.com

TENNESSEE

AQUARIUM — The Southeast’s largest freshwater, salt-

water, aquarium product and pond store. No one com-

pares to our combination of quality service and price.

Visit us on the web at; www.aquariumconnection.com

or stop by 6410 Papermill Dr., Knoxville, TN 37919;

(865) 588-2073.

UTAH
BRINE SHRIMP EGGS — Specializing in Great Salt
Lake Artemia, accessories, cyclopoids and GP diets.
Bulk specialty flakes and GP reef diets for marine and
freshwater. (801) 782-4700; sales@brineshrimpdirect.
com; www.brineshrimpdirect.com

VIRGINIA
CENTERVILLE AQUARIUM — (703) 266-2100.
Northern Virginia’s best-kept secret. A friendly, family-
owned aquarium store that appeals to every hobbyist
from beginner to advanced. Large selection of fresh-
water, saltwater, plants and invertebrates. Quality
products from top manufacturers, including the latest
from Current USA, DT’s Phytoplankton and New Life
Spectrum. Open seven days a week. 13830-7 Lee
Hwy., Centreville, VA 20120.
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year $111,000 in maintenance service alone. Enjoy
your hobby, have an income and live in Southern New
Mexico. Call: (575) 430-6493.

RESCUE
NOTRHERN COLORADO FISH RESCUE — We rescue
unwanted and problem causing aquatics. Salt-, brack-
ish and freshwater aquatics, including but not limited
to crustaceans, invertebrates, specimens and fish. Visit
our website; http://sitekreator.com/NorthernColorado
FishRescue/index.html; Findlyfishrescue@aol.com

THE FEEDER GUPPY RESCUE LEAGUE — Devoted to
the cause of transplanting feeders, culls and wild gup-
pies from poor conditions into well-kept aquariums.
Testimonials. Message board. www.groups.yahoo.com/
group/feederguppy

SALTWATER LIVESTOCK

ARKANSAS MARINE TROPICAL FISH REEF AQUARI-
UM — 705 Lakeshore Dr. in Hotsprings. (501) 624-
7477, 10-5 Mon. - Sat. Since 1971.

CORAL REEF FISHERIES — Premium quality hand
collected Hawaiian marine fish and invertebrates.
Wholesale to retail shops only. Visa/MasterCard
accepted. (808) 965-8409.

SUPPLIES

ATTENTION CANADIANS — Tired of paying those
custom brokerage charges on your mail-order pur-
chases? (888) 648-6677 now for your free catalog.
www.mops.ca

MICHIGAN’S PREMIER SOURCE — Full line store
with 25 years of experience. Your regional aquarium
destination for an endless variety of creatures and

supplies. In-house coral propagation. (517) 339-1762;
www.preusspets.com

YOUR FISH ROOM SUPPLY HOUSE — Serving breed-
ers, aquarium mainetance service, retail pet stores
and dedicated hobbyists with quality products for the
fish room. JEHM Co. Inc. Toll free: (800) 521-6258.

WWW.AQUATICHOUSE.COM — RENA Filstar Canisters
Filters; Replacement filter media for all filter types and
models; OmegaOne Fish Foods; Hikari Foods;
Ecosystem’s Filtration Systems, Miracle Mud & supple-
ments; medications; RO/DI; test kits; protein skimmers;
artificial corals and much more. Visa/MC/AMEX/Disc/
PayPal. (866) 371-FISH; www.Aquatichouse.com

CALIFORNIA

FRESHWATER LIVESTOCK

DISCUS — Beautiful, healthy and hardy. Many strains
and sizes. Breeder can ship to your door! Details:
www.inlandempirediscus.com, or call (951) 427-1239.

SALTWATER LIVESTOCK

COLORADO

CLUBS
SOUTHERN COLORADO MARINE AQUARIST SOCIETY
— Meets 3rd Saturday of each month at a different
member’s house. Annual frag swap, monthly raffles,
speakers, food! Visit our website www.theSCMAS.com
for details.

CONNECTICUT

CLUBS
CONNECTICUT BETTA CLUB — A chapter of the
International Betta Congress. Bi-monthly meetings,
and an annual show. All betta fans welcome.
CTBettaclub@sbcglobal.net

©

Specializing in Cichlids and
Saltwater Corals. 

1752 Houret Court, 
Milpitas, CA 95035

(408) 935-9471
www.neptuneaquatics.com

AquaEuroUSA
The World’s Source for 

Premium Aquarium Products.

(800) 978-3480
www.aquaeurousa.com

©

AquaEuroUSA™
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM (aquarium related items only)

HOBBYIST ADS
No business ads of any kind accepted at this rate.

Rate: 25¢ per word—name, address, and phone number free. Payment must accompany copy.
BUSINESS ADS

Ads that contain anything to sell on a commercial basis.
Rate: 50¢ per word. Count name, address, and phone number. Payment must accompany copy.

CLOSING DATE: 10th of second preceding month of issue date (i.e., Nov. 10th for Jan.
issue etc.) and printed as space permits on a first come basis. If payment (for business ads

only) is made for 3 months or longer, a renewal notice will be sent before ad expires.
EXAMPLE (Business ad)

FAMA CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS: Send your Classified ad to: FAMA Readers Exchange,
1                   2                                    3                          4          5                 6             7      8          9                10                      11

P.O. Box 6050, Mission Viejo, CA 92690: questions, please call (800) 546-7730. ex. 4136.
12       13        14              15              16         17         18                  19                 20          21                   22                           23

Words @ Hobbyist Rate $ Words @ Business Rate $ 

Number of Months: Total Enclosed: $

AD TO READ: HEADING: ______________________________________________________________

COPY: ________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
Due to the small size of this coupon, you may use a separate piece of paper for the “copy” portion.

For office records only: (not included in ad)

Name ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________________________
(No box numbers please)

Phone (           )________________________ ___  

Visit us Online at 

www.fishchannel.com
Visit us Online at 

www.fishchannel.com
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FLORIDA

SUPPLIES

HOBBYIST

CLUBS
AMERICAN LIVEBEARER ASSOC. — Bi-monthly pub-
lications, species maintance program, access to vari-
ous types of livebearers, annual convention, special
publications, slides and more. For more information,
contact: Timothy Brady, 5 Zerbe St., Cressona, PA
17929; http://livebearers.org

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PLANTED AQUARIUMS?
— The Aquatic Gardeners Association, the world’s
largest English-language planted aquarium organiza-
tion is growing with the hobby and would like you to
grow with us. Visit www.aquatic-gardeners.org for
more information.

ARE YOU SOMEWHERE? — Then you can join the
Dallas-Fort Worth Aquatic Plant Club. Monthly meet-
ings and speakers. Annual dues: $20 individual/$25
couples in DFW area; $10 elsewhere in Texas; $5 any-
where else. Contact; info@aquatic-plants.org or visit;
www.aquatic-plants.org

ASOCIACION DE ACUARISTAS DE AGUADILLA — Is
an educational organization related to the aquarium
hobby in Puerto Rico. Meetings are held the second
Sunday of every month at Centro Comunal in Bo.
Playuelas, Aguadilla. For information, contact Kenneth
Orth at; kenorth2003@yahoo.com

BOSTON REEFERS SOCIETY — Join the largest
marine and reef keeping club in U.S. Regular monthly
meetings, national speakers, trading of coral and live-
stock, tank tours, group discounts, raffles, annual auc-
tions, educational workshops and local store dis-
counts. Discussion forum at; www.bostonreefers.org

BUCKS COUNTY AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Meets the
1st Thursday of every month at 7:15 p.m. at the
Churchville Nature Center, PA. Door prizes, guest speak-
ers, auctions and raffles at meetings. Contacts: Carol,
(215) 822-5669; redragon40@aol.com; Jan, (267) 981-
3243; plecojan@verizon.net; www.BCASonline.com

CENTRAL OHIO REEF AQUARIST — Meets in Colum-
bus, Ohio. Guest speakers, workshops, auctions &
swaps. Visit www.coralreef.org for info.

DELAWARE COUNTY AQUARIUM SOCIETY — DCAS
meets on the first Friday of the month, from September

to June at 8:00 p.m., located at the Springfield Town-
ship Municipal Building. For more information see our
website at; www.DCAS.us

E.F.S.O.H. — meets the fourth Tuesday of the month
September to November and January to May at the
Lutz Children’s Museum in Manchester, 247 South
Main St. Monthly speakers, auctions. Call Dave at;
(860) 429-7041. http://nw3.nai.net/~wmercer

EAST COAST GUPPY ASSOCIATION — Specialty club
of fancy guppy enthusiasts meets on 2nd Tuesday of
month in Long Island, NY area. Call Gene (631) 345-
6399 or visit us at; www.ecga.us

GOLDFISH SOCIETY OF AMERICA — $25/year
includes bi-monthly magazine. P.O. Box 551373 Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33355; info@goldfishsociety.org;
www.goldfishsociety.org

GRAND VALLEY AQUARIUM CLUB — Metro Grand
Rapids area. Meetings held the second Saturday of
each month at the Holiday Inn Express, Cutterville,
MI. Monthly speaker, mini-auction and raffle. www.
grandvalleyaquariumclub.org

GREATER PITTSBURGH AQUARIUM SOCIETY —
meets last Friday of month at Phipps Garden Center
(Fifth and Shady Ave.) at 7:30 p.m. Speakers, auctions,
raffles and more. Special events. Call Mike Solito;
(412) 571-2418; www.gpasi.org

INTERNATIONAL BETTA CONGRESS — Bimonthly
publication; annual convention; access to new and
rare species; show circuit; technical assistance;
buy/swap show-quality or breeding stock. For infor-
mation, write; IBC MEMBERSHIP, 923 Wadsworth St.,
Syracuse, NY 13208-2419; www.ibcbettas.org

INTERNATIONAL FANCY GUPPY ASSOCIATION
(IFGA) — Monthly publication; show circuit; many
local clubs. For more information contact; Bill Carwile,
921 Calohan Rd., Rustburg, VA 24588; (434) 821-
3351; www.ifga.org

LONG ISLAND REEF ASSOCIATION — Meets 3rd
weekend of month. Dowling College, Oaktale, N.Y. More
information call Vincent at; (516) 938-4066; lireff.org

MARINELIFE AQUARIUM SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN —
Monthly meetings in the Metro Detroit area. Yearly
Midwest marine conference. For more information,
contact: JOHN DAWE, 7401 Wheeler Dr., Whitmore
Lake, MI 48189; (734) 426-8378; johndawe@umich.
edu; www.masm.org

MEDINA COUNTY AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Organized
in 1983. All-species club. Our membership covers all
aspect levels of the tropical fish hobby. Welcome sin-
gles, families, juniors and seniors to this diverse club.
See www.geocities.com/MCASfish/index for our meet-
ing dates and times.

MICHIANA AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Meets third
Sunday, Jan.-Nov. (second Sunday in June) 6 p.m. at
Potawatomi Zoo in South Bend, Indiana; bowl show,
auction, speaker, raffle and newsletter. For informa-

tion, call Bob McDonnell at; (574) 272-5248; 
E-mail Matt Bielski; at ski82566@aol.com; www.
michianaaquariumsociety.org

NEW ENGLAND AQUATIC PLANT SOCIETY —
Monthly meetings, speakers, plant swaps and more.
Come join and help us grow! For more information,
visit; www.ne-aquaticplants.com

NORWALK AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Earthplace, 10
Woodside Lane, Westport, CT. Call toll free; (866) 219-
4NAS; or visit; www.norwalkas.org

PACIFIC COAST CICHLID ASSOCIATION — World-
class speakers, raffles, fish auction and fun. Free
meetings the second Saturday of the month, 7:30 p.m.
at Round Table Pizza, Saratoga/Moorpark intersection
in San Jose, CA. For more info, visit; www.Cichlid
world.com

PIONEER VALLEY AQUARIUM SOCIETY (PVAS) —
Meets first Tuesday of the month at 7:30 p.m., except
July and August, at Captain Charles Leonard House.
663 Main Street, Agawam, MA 01001. Club news,
activities, bowl show, raffles, speakers and auctions.
Everyone welcomed. For info, contact Michael Liu at
(413) 585-9127 or Linda Giza (413) 283-8680. Visit;
www.pvas.net

RESPONSIBLE MARINE AQUARISTS — Wanting a
healthy future for their hobby look to the Marine
Aquarium Council (MAC) for a sustainable trade in
marine aquarium organisms. Purchase quality marine
animals from industries complying with international
standards for best practices. Visit; www.aquarium
council.org

SAN DIEGO TROPICAL FISH SOCIETY — Meets on
2nd Sunday of the month, 6:30 p.m. at room 101 of the
Floral Building in Balboa Park. March meeting is bi-
annual auction of hundreds of fish and fish items.
(619) 267-2236.

TAMPA BAY AQUARIUM SOCIETY (TBAS) — Meets
at the Florida Aquarium, second Monday of each
month at 7:30 p.m. Speakers, door prizes, raffles,
mini-auctions and bowl shows. For more information
please visit our website at; wwwTBAS1.com

THE ATLANTA REEF CLUB — Has and wants more
marine hobbyists who want to learn, exchange infor-
mation, have fun and socialize. For more information,
please contact; President@AtlantaReefClub.org, or
visit; www.AtlantaReefClub.org for our next monthly
meeting.

THE CHICAGO KILLIFISH ASSOCIATION (ChiKA) —
For Killifish keepers and breeders. Affiliated with
American Killifish Association (AKA). Speakers, raffles,
mini-auctions, annual show. Meets bimonthly on the
second Friday of each odd-numbered month 7:30 p.m.
College of DuPage. Visit our website for directions and
more information; chika.aka.org

THE COLORADO AQUARIUM SOCIETY (CAS) —
Meets at 7:30 p.m. on the first Friday of every month
(except December) St. James Episcopal Church 8235

4FISHSTUFF.COM
Serving the commercial aquaculture industry as
well as the hobbyist. BUY WHERE THE PROS

BUY! (800) 940-3833; Fax (813) 671-8237;

sales@4fishstuff.com
www.4fishstuff.com

©
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W. 44th Ave. Wheat Ridge, CO 80033. Guest speaker,
bowl show, mini-auction, library and more. www.
coloradoaquarium.org; info@coloradoaquarium.org

THE DALLAS/FT. WORTH MARINE AQUARIUM SOCI-
ETY — Offers hobbyists a valuable knowledge base of
experience to turn to. Guests are welcome to attend
our monthly meetings. To learn more, visit; www.
dfwmas.com (and our online discussion forum).

THE DELAWARE REEF CLUB — Meets on the third
Monday of each month at The Bear Library, off Rt. 40
Bear, DE. Join us for speakers, raffles and a chance to
meet local hobbyists. (610) 499-7530.

THE GREATER CHICAGO CICHLID ASSOCIATION —
The top cichlid club in the Midwest. We have over 200
members that range in age from 8 to 80! Monthly
meetings include: Top speekers, auctions and raffles
(yes at every meeting!). Cichlid swap meets, mem-
bers-only trips and tours. Breeder’s award program
and lending library. For more information visit us at;
www.gcca.net

THE HOUSTON AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Is one of the
oldest aquarium societies in the nation, formed in
1950. We welcome all area aquarium hobbyists.
Please visit http://houstonaquariumsociety.org for
more information.

THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR AQUATIC
ANIMAL MEDICINE (IAAAM) — Professionals inter-
ested in aquatic animal medicine, teaching, research,
husbandry and management. Membership includes
newsletter, annual conference, online forums and
member directory. Visit us at; www.iaaam.org

THE MID-ATLANTIC CICHILD KEEPERS (MACK) —
meets on the 3rd Friday of every month at the Spring-
field Township Police Station, Delaware County. For
information, call Roy at; (610) 718-5550; roy-linda@
att.net

THE MINNESOTA AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Meets on
the first Thursday of the month at St. Christopher’s
Episcopal Church in Roseville at 7:30 p.m.; www.
mn-aquarium.org

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE AQUARIUM SOCIETY —
Meets the second Wednesday of the month (Sept. -
June) at the Somersworth Vocational School,
Somersworth, NH. For more information: NHAS, P.O.
Box 32, Rollinsford, NH 03869, or visit us at; www.
nhaquariumsociety.com

THE SOUTHEAST LOUISIANA AQUARIUM SOCIETY
— Will be having meetings in the near future. For now,
check out our website for more information at;
www.selas.us

THE ANGELFISH SOCIETY (TAS) — A collection of
angelfish enthusiasts who are interested in the
advancement of our hobby through developing stan-
dards of excellence. Membership is $5 annually, which
includes the quarterly FinTAStic newsletter. http://
theangelfishsociety.org

AMERICAN CICHLID ASSOCIATION — Largest aquar-
ium hobby specialty organization in North America.
Visit www.cichlid.org and click “Memberships” to find
out how. Join today.

AQUA-LAND AQUARIUM SOCIETY — 2nd Tuesday
every month at 7 p.m. Bristol Public Library 5 High St.
Bristol, Ct. All tropical fish enthusiasts are welcome.
Monthly speakers, bowl show and auctions. Call (860)
584-7787 or,Wally or Sue at (860) 276-9475; WBush27@
aol.com. Visit us at; www.aqualandtropical.org

AQUARIUM CLUB OF LANCASTER COUNTY — South
Central Pennsylvania. Meetings every 3rd Tuesday of
the month except July & August. For more information,
visit us at; www.aclc.us/modules/content

BLUE WATER POND CLUB — Monthly meetings held
every first Monday from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., from May
to October. Activities include sharing information, ideas,
educational speakers. Meetings held at Royal LePage
Building, 546 Chrisrina St. N., Sarnia, Ontario in base-
ment board room. Info; www.bluewaterpondclub.com

BOSTON AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Meets the third
Monday of the month at 8:00 p.m. at the New England
Aquarium’s Harborside Learning Lab, Boston, MA.
Monthly speaker and auction. Everyone welcome. Visit
our website for more information; www.bostonaquarium
society.org

BROOKLYN AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Educating aquar-
ists. Marine and freshwater events. Speakers, auc-
tions, raffles, sale items, publications, free parking.
Events 2nd Friday of Month at NY Aquarium Coney
Island, Surf Ave. West 8th St., Brooklyn, NY. Current
information: (718) 837-4455; www.Brooklynaquarium
society.com

CAPITAL CICHILD ASSOCIATION (CCA) — Meets sec-
ond Saturday of the month (except July, August and
December) at 2 p.m. at the Saddlebrook Park Police Head-
quarters, 12751 Layhill Rd., Silver Spring, MD 20906. For
more info please visit; www.capitalcichlids.org

CHICAGOLAND MARINE AQUARIUM SOCIETY (CMAS)
— Meets on the 3rd Saturday of the month, 1 p.m. at
Devry University. Speakers, swap meets, fragging work-
shop, field trips, discussion forum, CMAS sponsoring
dealer discounts. $20 annual dues. Visit www.cmas.net

CIRCLE CITY AQUARIUM CLUB — Monthly meetings
with speakers, door prizes, auction and bowl shows.
Fancy Fins is the bi-monthly publication. Inquiries,
please write to: 4816 E. 64th Indianapolis, IN 446205-
0165. CircleCityaqclub@yahoo.com

CLEVELAND AQUARIUM SOCIETY — As one of the
oldest aquarium societies in the country, our goal is
to encourage and educate hobbyists, beginners or
advanced, in aquatic animal keeping. See www.
clevelandaquariumsociety.org for meeting dates
and times.

COAST CLUB — Meets 1-5 p.m. first Sunday of
month. Costa Mesa Neighborhood Community Church,

Victoria Room. 1845 Park Ave. Costa Mesa, CA.
Speakers, auction, raffle, newsletter. (818) 360-7102;
www.fishclub.freeservers.com

CONNECTICUT AREA REEF SOCIETY — We are a reef
keeper club with regular monthly meetings, which
include tank tours, DIY workshops, coral trading, local
store discounts, group discounts, guest speakers and
raffles. For more information, go to; www.ctars.org

DANBURY AREA AQUARIUM SOCIETY OF CARMEL,
NY. — Meets fourth Friday of the month at 7:30 p.m.
(except July & December) Carmel Ambulance Corps
Building, Vink Road, Carmel, NY. Speakers, videos, raf-
fles and auctions. For info. contact Joe Masi, (845)
896-4793, Rich Litsky, (845) 228-0372.

EASTERN IOWA AQUARIUM ASSOCIATION — Meets
second Tuesday of the month (except July), Cedar
Rapids, IA. Speakers, mini-auctions, raffles and shows.
Call Marti, (319) 351-3064; www.finflap.com

GREAT SALT LAKE AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Meetings
second Thursday of every month, 7 p.m. (Mar., Oct.
TBA). Sugarhouse Park, 1601 E. 2100 S., Salt Lake
City, UT. Contact Stephen Carlile (SLC), (801) 968-
1901; Bob Allen (Salem), (801) 423-2306. Famous
speakers, auctions. www.gslas.com

GREATER CINCINNATI AQUARIUM SOCIETY —
Monthly meetings with guest speakers, door prizes,
auctions. Visitors and new members welcomed. Call
BILL CHILDERS at; (513) 423-3582.

GREATER CITY AQUARIUM SOCIETY — A warm invi-
tation to join us! Celebrated speakers, publication,
auction, bowl show, door prizes, raffles, refreshments,
fish and friendships! Queens Botanical Garden, first
Wednesday of each month (except January/February),
7:30 p.m. Claudia Dickinson: ivyrose@optonline.net;
631-668-5125; www.greatercity.com. Greater City
Aquarium Society

GREATER PORTLAND AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Meets
@7p.m. on the 4th Tuesday of each month. Monthly
speakers, bowl show, raffles and auctions. All are wel-
come and it’s free to visit. We are the most active club
in PNW. www.gpas.org. GPAS, P.O. Box 6752, Portland,
OR 97228-6752.

JERSEY SHORE AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Meeting 2nd
Monday of each month (except August) at Knights of
Columbus, 70 E. Main St., Freehold, NJ. Presentations
by accomplished aquarists, doorprizes, refreshments,
auctions. Call: (732) 942-7621; lories@optonline.net;
www.jerseyshoreas.org

JOIN THE NORTH AMERICAN GOLDFISH SOCIETY —
Quarterly newsletter, breeder award program, national
show competition and sanctioning. csanders2@neo.rr.
com; Bill and Cheryl Sanders, (330) 688-5187; 3555
Williamson Rd., Stow, OH 44224.

LONG ISLAND REEF ASSOCIATION — Meetings 3rd
Saturday each month. North East Reef Aquarium
Conference. March 10th and 11th at Atlantis Marine
World Aquarium; Riverhead, LI, NY. www.lireef.org
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LOUISVILLE TROPICAL FISH FANCIERS — Founded
in 1959. Nationally known members. We offer month-
ly meetings by well known speakers for all hoppyists
from beginner to advanced. Everyone welcome. Visit
our website at; www.LTFF.net

MICHIGAN AQUATIC PLANT GROUP — Interested in
planted aquariums? Come check out our local
Michigan group and share your interests with other
hobbyists! A fun community with people in different
levels of keeping planted aquariums. Visit us at; www.
miapg.com

MINNESOTA AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Publication,
monthly meetings, guest speakers, auctions, raffles,
library, conversation, socializing. Public is invited. Brad
and Nancy Swanson, (612) 522-4399, visit us at;
www.mn-aquarium.org

MISSOURI AQUARIUM SOCIETY INC. — meets on the
third Thursday of every month featuring aquarium pro-
gram/speaker. P.O. Box 1682 Maryland Heights, MO.
63043; www.missouriaquariumsociety.org; mike@
minifinf.com

NASSAU COUNTY AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Meets the
second Tuesday of the month (except July and August).
Guest speaker, raffle, auction and fellow aquarists. For
more info, visit; www.ncasweb.org; (516) 798-676.

NEW JERSEY REEFERS CLUB — Monthly meetings,
guest speakers, raffles and social events. Meetings are
open to the public. For information, visit us at; www.
rjreefers.org

NORTH JERSEY AQUARIUM SOCIETY (NJAS) — The
largest and oldest running aquarium club in North
America. Since 1953. Recognize the accomplishments
of local hobbyists with monthly auction. Visit us at;
www.njas.net

OKLAHOMA AQUARIUM ASSOCIATION — Tulsa and
Oklahoma City chapters meet monthly. Store dis-
counts, auctions, door prizes, speakers and outings.
We keep freshwater fish, planted tanks, brackish
setups, saltwater fish and reef tanks. www.okcaa.org;
(405) 263-4769 for more information.

SACRAMENTO AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Meets 1st
Saturday of each month at Roundtable Pizza on
Greenback and Madison. Great speakers, auctions,
and family friendly atmosphere. Share your hobby!
www.sacramentoaquariumsociety.org

SOUTH JERSEY TROPICAL FISH ASSOCIATION —
meets the third Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. Guest speakers,
raffles and auctions. (609) 801-0393; njcichlidnut@
aol.com

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MARINE AQUARIUM SOCI-
ETY — Established 1986. Dedicated to the advance-
ment of the marine aquarium hobby. Field trips, guest
speakers, raffles. Meets 3rd Friday every month 7:00,
IHOP Restaurant, 1001 17th St, Santa Ana, California.
Information at scmas.org; or contact Marc Trimble;
mrctrimble@yahoo.com

TAMPA BAY REEF CLUB! — Second Saturday of the
month at a member’s house. Club provides speakers,
lessons, DIY projects, collecting trips, frags, swaps,
raffles, food, beverages and forum on Reef Central.
$20 yearly membership. Bryan, (813) 480-1183,
SanWiseCA@Gmail.com

TEXAS CICHLID ASSOCIATION — Everyone is wel-
come. For more information, contact Kathy Stearns at;
(817) 337-0117, or visit us at; www.texascichlid.org

THE ALLEGHENY RIVER VALLEY AQUARIUM SOCI-
ETY — Meetings second Friday of every month, 7:30
p.m.; First Presbyterian Church, Laurens St, Olean, NY
14760. Speakers, videos, mini-auctions, bowl shows,
door prizes, etc. Visitors welcome. ARVAS, P.O. Box
415, Olean, NY 14760; www.orgsites.com/ny/arvas

THE GOLD COAST AQUARIUM SOCIETY — of South
Florida. For the freshwater hobbyist at all levels.
Meetings the second Wednesday of each month at
7:30 p.m. at the David Park Center in Hollywood,
Florida. Check www.goldcoastaquarium.org for more
information. (954) 989-3888; gcassf@yahoo.com

THE HEART OF AMERICA — Aquarium Society
Kansas. For more information, contact Steve at (913)
907-6343; www.kcfishclub.org

THE LA FISH FANATICS — Meets in San Fernardo
Valley Area. Speakers, raffles, mentor program,
area fish store list with ratings. LAfishfanatics@
hotmail.com

THE MARINE AQUARIUM SOCIETY OF TORONTO
(MAST) — A group of hobbyists that meets monthly to
share information on reefkeeping. All levels of skill are
welcome. Membership is just $25 per annum. See
www.MASTCanada.org for details, or; (905) 881-3548.

THE NORTHEAST PHILADELPHIA AQUARIUM SOCI-
ETY — Meets third Thursday of every month at 7:00
p.m. Meetings include door prizes, auctions, raffles
and more. To join our mailing list, contact Mr. Sky at;
(267) 259-9568; 5733 Charles St. Philadelphia, PA
19135; www.phillyfishclub.com or phillyfishclub@
gmail.com

THE WASATCH MARINE AQUARIUM SOCIETY — is a
nonprofit organization dedicated to the support of the
marine aquarium hobby. We have monthly meetings
featuring guest speakers, educational events, prizes
and fun. Visit our website to learn more; www.
utahreefs.com

TROPICAL FISH SOCIETY OF RHODE ISLAND —
Meets on the third Wednesday of every month at 7:30
p.m. at the Letter Carrier Plaza. 174 Mayfield Ave.
Cranston, RI; www.petsforum.com/tfsri/

UPPER PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN AQUARIUM SOCI-
ETY — A newly formed club dedicated to the advance-
ment of the hobby; make it fun, enjoyable and afford-
able! Visit our website and discussion forum at;
www.upmmas.com

WORCESTER AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Online forums,
mini-shows, auctions, raffles, speakers and monthly
meetings held mostly at Worcester State College. Meet
others who share your interests. Write us at; Worcester
Aquarium Society, P.O. Box 972, Worcester, MA 01613;
or visit; www.petsforum.com/was/

WORLD AQUATIC VETERINARY MEDICAL ASSOCI-
TAION — Website: www.WAVMA.org —Veterinarians
supporting the health and welfare of all aquatic
species. www.AquaVetMed.inf

EVENTS
AMERICAN CICHLID ASSOCIATION — Convention in
Sacramento, CA. July, 2008; www. cichlid.org

NORTH JERSEY AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Auction of
freshwater fish and plants, Sunday May 7th at
Meadowlands Environmental Center, Lyndhurst, NJ.
Hundreds of bags, don’t miss it! Free admission,
parking. Bidder registration, $2 refreshments. Call hot-
line: (732) 541-1392. Information and rules at; www.
njas.net

MICHIGAN

CLUBS
GRAND RAPIDS MARINE AQUARIUM SOCIETY —
Monthly meetings in the Grand Rapids area include a
discussion topic or speaker, tank talk and a mini auc-
tion. Join us to exchange information and gain knowl-
edge. visit www.grmas.org for more information.

WEST MICHIGAN MARINE AQUARIUM CLUB —
Meets the second Sunday of the month at 6 p.m. in
Kalamazoo. Meetings include a discussion topic or
speaker, tank talk and a mini auction. For more infor-
mation please visit; www.wmmac.info.com

WASHINGTON
GREATER SEATTLE AQUARIUM SOCIETY — Is an
established fresh and brackish water, family oriented,
non profit club. Activities include monthly speakers,
auctions, parties and picnics. We meet the second
Tuesday of every month at Seattle Pacific University.
Visitors welcome! gsas.org

WEST VIRGINIA

CLUBS
CHEMICAL VALLEY REEF CLUB — Reef keeping
enthusiasts who gather for education and propagation
in the WV-OH-KY area. Join us for swaps, demos and
education for the betterment of the hobby and the
coral reefs. www.chemialvalleyreefclub.com

WISCONSIN
LIVE GLASS WORMS FOR SALE — Very high in 
protein, nature's perfect fish food. For rates contact
Missfish Aquatics at: missfish_aqua@hotmail.com, or
call (608) 385-5562.
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Aqua New Products for
Today’s Aquarist

Do you have
a product you would 
like to have featured in
FAMA’s Aqua Mart? 
Send information, press
releases and images 
to Ethan Mizer at
emizer@bowtieinc.com.
Image submissions must
be at least 4 by 5 inches
at 300 dots per inch.

126 DECEMBER 2008 • fama FishChannel.com

Quiet One Pumps
Pentair Aquatics has added several new models to the
Quiet One pump line: the 200 and 400. Both are ideal for
submersible use in small aquariums and fountains. Each
offers optional flow regulation, bottom intake with pre-
filter sponge and energy-efficient, quiet operation. The
200 model allows a flow rate of 53 GPH with a maxi-
mum head of 1.64 feet, while the 400 provides 106 GPH
with a maximum head of 2.13 feet. To learn more, visit
www.pentairaquatics.com.

ReefresH2O
Nano Dynamics Inc. has created an advanced biofiltra-
tion media for the aquaculture market. ReefresH2O is an
inorganic foamed ceramic technology that provides a
highly interconnected porous
structure ideal for aerobic and
anaerobic bacterial colonization.
For more information, visit
www.nanodynamics.com.

Mart
Whisper
EX
Tetra’s new
Whisper EX fresh-
water filtration
system makes fil-
tering your aquari-

um quieter, faster, cleaner and easier. Its
new, user-friendly design has virtually elimi-
nated assembly and takes the guesswork
out of when to change the filter cartridge
(a color-changing timestrip indicator on the
filtration unit tells you when). The Whisper
EX makes water flow more efficient, ensures
maximum water contact with cleaning
devices, captures a wider range of debris
and particles, and eliminates odors, discol-
oration and harmful toxins. For more infor-
mation, go to www.tetra-fish.com.
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Underwater World specializes in import and
sales of the highest quality marine fish, coral
and invertebrates. This specialization in live-
stock allows us to concentrate on maintaining
consistent quality and variety, so you can
receive healthy fish as well as high fill rates.

Our 75,000 gallon state-of-the-art facility
next to LAX is considered to be one of the
finest in the world, ensuring the highest water
quality for our livestock inventory.

You can select from 70 to 100 specials 
each week and be assured of receiving healthy,
top quality fish, coral and invertebrates at
great prices.

Our accurate stock list is updated daily to
our website or sent by fax or email upon
request. Place your order directly on our 
website or by fax/phone and we’ll keep track
of your shipment until it arrives safely at your
airport. Call us today for a current price list.

310.670.1502
www.uwwe.com

• Exclusive overseas 
supply network

• Vigorous quality 
control

• Since 1975

*Shipped the same day if orders 
are received by 3:00 p.m. 24 hour
delivery may be subject to airline 
flight schedules or delays. 5242 West 104th St. Los Angeles, CA 90045  •  310.670.1502 •  www.uwwe.com

*
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If there is a “Holy Grail” in the tropical fish
hobby, it is a method to avoid having to do water
changes. It has taken a while for this to sink into
my thick skull. There are actually many of you
who really don’t want to get your hands wet.

Hi-Q claims that using their Eco Magic
System will eliminate the need for water
changes. They claim that with their system the
nitrogen cycle will operate at peak and complete
efficiency, with no measurable ammonia or
nitrite, and with nitrates kept in a range that is
not harmful to fish.

The Tests
To test the Hi-Q Eco Magic Filter System I

set it up according to their directions. The kit
comes with a plate system that goes on the bot-
tom of the tank to comprise the undergravel
(UG) filter, and two “towers” that go in the rear
corners of the aquarium and hook up to the UG
plate. The towers have a powerhead to move the
water through the UG filter in a reverse flow
(they push the water up through the gravel, thus
minimizing the gunk trapped in the gravel). The
towers also incorporate proprietary bioballs and
small mineral blocks. The bioballs are typical
plastic balls for the bacteria to grow on, but the
Hi-Q bioballs have a hard sponge center.

The inventor of the system explained to me
that the center of the bioballs and the mineral
blocks provide anoxic environments where the
bacteria that break down nitrates become estab-
lished. The system also comes with a hang-on-
back “waterfall” type filter, two additives (one a
starter for the good bacteria of the nitrogen
cycle, the other vitamins and trace elements),
and “pillows” of carbon, zeolites and lime that
are replaced regularly in the outside filter.

For the test I used a standard 40-gallon
breeder tank and set up the system as directed. I
filled the tank with straight tap water, added the
biological starter powder and hooked up a single
54-watt T5 fluorescent light. The following day
I added a bunch of fish, including longfin
zebras, hi-fin black tetras, medium angelfish and
cory cats. I put probably 18 to 20 fish total into
this system. I also added a lot of hardy, fast-
growing plants, such as hygro, red ludwigia,
water sprite and Java fern.

The Results
At the end of the first week there was zero

ammonia, 3 ppm nitrite and 10 ppm of nitrates.
Every week I added the bacteria starter and trace
elements as instructed, and every two weeks I
replaced the zeolites, carbon and lime.

I took readings every week, and there was
never any ammonia, nitrite peaked at 3 ppm,
and in the fifth week nitrates peaked at 120
ppm; many hobbyists would find this reading for
nitrates alarming, but the fish never showed the
slightest distress, and the tank was always crys-
tal clear with the plants thriving. The tank has
been set up for a little more than three months,
and the fish and plants are doing fine. After the
first week or so there has never been any meas-
urable ammonia or nitrite, and the nitrates have
settled down in the 50 to 60 ppm range.

Conclusions
It takes every bit of self-control I have to not

do a water change. The Hi-Q Eco Magic
System works. It is one of the products coming
into the hobby from the commercial food aqua-
culture industry. I was skeptical about this ini-
tially, but I am becoming a convert. But I still do
water changes. I like to get my hands wet.
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FYI
Manufacturers
with products
they would like
reviewed may
send an inquiry
to David at
davidlass@
comcast.net.

Do not send
products where
test results are
difficult to verify.
(e.g., additives).

By David Lass

This is the author’s setup after three months
without a water change.

ro
o

m
fi

sh
in the Manufacturer:

Hi-Q 
Product:
Eco Magic Zero Water
Change System
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